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Preface

Dear Reader,
We present you with the 34th edition of the “Journal of Management and Financial 

Sciences” . We hope that its content will make a valid contribution to the development of eco-
nomic thought and contribute to a deeper understanding of complex issues discussed in it .

We also hope that the next issue of JMFS will be an interesting reading for researchers as 
well as practitioners of economic life .

The first article by Sanjoy Ghose and Maria Johann aims to contribute to the knowledge 
of value creation process in the tourism market by examining the impact of tourist products 
attributes on tourist satisfaction and tourist behavioural intentions . The research was con-
ducted among 463 tourists visiting Poland .

Piotr Zaborek aims in his study to investigate relationships between strategic orienta-
tion (SO), involvement in corporate social responsibility (CSR) and operational perfor-
mance (OP) . The study tests the proposition that SO is not linked with OP directly but through 
CSR serving as the mediator .

The aim of the next article is to offer insight into a concept making it possible to assess 
the financial rationality of voluntary liquidation of businesses . The author – Paweł Wnuczak 
presents a decision-making algorithm that should be applied before making a decision to vol-
untarily liquidate a business entity .

Marta Postuła in her paper analyses the up-till-now experiences in using spending reviews 
in selected countries and draws conclusions from the process .

The paper by Marta Ziółkowska conceptualises the notion of a business model and the 
role it plays in small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) . It also examines the determinants 
of choosing the right business model .

In the next paper Monika Tomczyk and Ewelina Gutowska describe issues regarding small 
cruise ships in the Baltic Sea Region . Sea cruises are becoming more and more popular . This 
type of tourism combines relaxation with traveling to interesting tourist regions with the pos-
sibility of visiting them .
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In the last paper Ewelina Nojszewska discusses a two-channel impact of pharmaceutical 
companies upon the economy and public finance .

We wish you a pleasant reading .

Ryszard Bartkowiak,
Chairman of the Scientific Council and Dean of the Faculty

Michał Matusewicz,
Vice-Chairman of the Scientific Council and Vice-Dean of the Faculty
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Measuring tourist satisfaction  
with destination attributes

AbstrAct

This study aims to contribute to the knowledge of value creation process in the tourism market by 
examining the impact of tourism product attributes on tourist satisfaction and tourist behavioural 
intentions. The research was conducted with 463 tourists visiting Poland. The research results show 
that several tour attributes and experience attributes influence tourist satisfaction and their willingness 
to recommend the country to others; however, drivers of satisfaction and recommendations, although 
often similar, were not always the same. Tour package features such as organization, attractiveness of 
the programme, and tour escort have a positive impact on both tourist satisfaction and recommen-
dations. Moreover, some experience factors including tourist attractions – culture and monuments, 
and safety also have a positive impact on both tourist satisfaction and recommendations. Several 
managerial implications are outlined on the basis of the research results.

Keywords: tourism competitiveness, tourist satisfaction, tourism products, destination attributes, 
package holidays
JEL Classification Codes: L83, M31
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1. Introduction

Travel & Tourism has emerged as one of the leading industries of the world and as one 
of the key drivers of growth among the service sectors. In total, travel & tourism supported 
313 million jobs (9.9% of total employment) and generated 10.4% of global GDP in 2017 
[World Travel & Tourism Council]. Tourism can bring many social and economic benefits 
and for many regions and countries is the most important source of welfare.

The direct contribution of travel & tourism to GDP in Poland was 1.9% of total GDP 
in 2017 and it is forecast to rise by 4.7% pa from 2018 to 2028 to 2.4% of total GDP in 2028. 
Travel & tourism supported 332,000 jobs directly in 2017 (2.0% of total employment) and 
this is forecast to grow by 2.9% pa to 448,000 of jobs in 2028. This includes employment by 
hotels, travel agents, airlines and other passenger transportation services, the activities of the 
restaurant and leisure industries [World Travel & Tourism Council].

Poland is not perceived as a typical tourist destination [Johann, 2014], however, it is worth 
mentioning that visitor exports are a key component of the direct contribution of travel & tour-
ism in Poland. In 2018, the country is expected to attract 19,670,000 international tourist 
arrivals and by 2028, international tourist arrivals are forecast to total 25,534,000, which is 
an increase of 5.3% pa [World Travel & Tourism Council].

The increasing importance of tourism triggered interest in improving competitiveness 
of tourist destinations. Competitiveness of tourist destinations has also become a subject of 
great research interest over the last decades and many studies have focused on examining 
factors affecting destination competitiveness. There are different approaches towards defining, 
understanding, and measuring destination competitiveness. Among different concepts, one 
is that tourist satisfaction can be regarded as a destination competitiveness indicator.

This paper has three main objectives:
– to identify destination attributes that affect tourists‘satisfaction related to their holiday 

experience in Poland;
– to determine the impact of destination attributes on satisfaction;
– to determine the impact of destination attributes on tourists’ intention to recommend 

Poland as a tourist destination to others.
Information regarding tourists’ perceptions of destination attributes is crucial for product 

managers to develop better suited packages for tourists and develop the communications 
strategy appealing to target customers. Moreover, data regarding tourists‘satisfaction can be 
used as an important source of information for developing the communications strategy for 
the country, creating a desired brand image, and attracting more visitors.
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2. Literature review

There are numerous definitions of destination competitiveness. According to Dwyer & Kim 
[2003] competitiveness of a destination refers to the capacity of the destination to provide 
tourists with goods and services better than its competitors. Hassan [2000] claims that a des-
tination is competitive when it is able to create, integrate and deliver tourism experiences, 
including value-added goods and services important for tourists. Ritchie & Crouch [2003] 
take a broader perspective and describe destination competitiveness as the ability to increase 
tourism expenditure and the number of visitors, provide tourists with satisfying and mem-
orable experiences in a profitable way, increase the wellbeing of destination residents, and 
preserve the destination natural capital for future generations.

Dwyer & Kim [2003] identified the main indicators of destination competitiveness and 
classified them in several groups. These include: endowed resources such as natural resources 
and cultural/heritage resources; created resources such as tourism infrastructure, a range of 
activities, shopping, entertainment, special events and festivals; supporting factors such as 
general infrastructure, quality of service, accessibility of a destination, hospitality, and mar-
ket ties; destination management such as destination management organization, destination 
marketing management, destination policy, planning and development, human resources 
development, and environmental management; situational conditions such as competitive 
(micro) environment, destination location, global (macro) environment, price competitiveness, 
safety and security; demand fators such as destination awareness, perception and preferences; 
market performance indicators such as visitor statistics, contribution of tourism to the economy, 
indicators of tourism to the economy, indicators of economic prosperity, tourism investment, 
price competitiveness indices, and government support for tourism.

Destination competitiveness can be evaluated using quantitative and qualitative meth-
ods. A large number of variables could be used to assess destination competitiveness. These 
include objectively measured variables (i.e. tourist arrivals and tourism incomes) as well as 
subjectively measured variables which refer to tourists’ evaluations of destination attributes. 
Moreover, both qualitative and quantitative measurement can be used when assessing desti-
nation competitiveness. [Kozak & Rimmington, 1999]. Tourist satisfaction is very important 
because it is linked to destination choice [Ahmed, 1991], consumption of products and 
services, and a decision to revisit a given destination [Stevens, 1992; Kozak & Rimmington, 
2000]. Bernini & Cagnone [2014] suggest that attribute-level conceptualization is desirable 
for analyzing tourist satisfaction with a destination.

Customer satisfaction has been examined in numerous empirical and conceptual studies 
and has been associated with service quality [Oliver, 1980; Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry, 
1985; Grönroos, 1990; Cronin & Taylor, 1992]. The academic literature postulates that cus-
tomer satisfaction results from a comparison between the customer’s expectations and the 
performance of the product [Oliver, 1977; Churchill & Surprenant, 1982; Tse & Wilton, 1988; 
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Yi, 1990, Vavra, 1997]. In the tourism context, there is also support for the impact of expec-
tations on satisfaction, which has an influence on behavioural intentions [del Bosque & San 
Martín, 2008]. It is evident that there is a relationship between experience quality, perceived 
value, satisfaction, and behavioural intentions [Chen & Chen 2010]. Moreover, it is evident that 
tourist satisfaction with a destination is correlated with the destination’s image and post-visit 
recollection of experiences [Chon, 1992]. The research results show that destination images 
have an impact on behavioural intentions and there is a path “destination image → trip quality 
→ perceived value → satisfaction → behavioural intentions” [Chen & Tsai, 2007].

In this study the emphasis is put on the effects of the perceived value on satisfaction and 
behavioural intentions. We assume that tourist satisfaction depends on the overall holiday 
experience related to the fullfillment of tourists’ needs with respect to destination attributes 
significant for travelers. Tourists may travel independently or on organized tours and their 
experience is shaped by different set of attributes. Those who travel independently experience 
a destination on the basis of their own choices, while package holiday travelers’ experience 
is determined by the services offered by their tour operators as well as destination features.

Numerous studies provide evidence that satisfaction with tourism product attributes has 
an impact on tourists’ behavioural intentions. The results show a significant effect of the per-
ceived value on tourist satisfaction and their behavioural intentions [Pandža, 2015]; however, 
in the cruising industry, product attributes differ in terms of their impact on satisfaction and 
intention to recommend [Hosany & Witham, 2010]. Moreover, research results suggest that 
future behaviour of tourists is determined by tour guide service and overall tourist satisfaction 
[Chan, Hsu & Baum, 2015].

It can be stated also that tourists’ overall experience related to package holidays is influenced 
by destination products and tourist company products [Mehmetoglu & Normann, 2013]. This 
means that services provided by a tour operator as well as environmental factors should be 
regarded as tourist satisfaction determinants. Thus, the identification of destination attributes 
important for travellers is crucial for tourist satisfaction measurement as well as examination 
of their behavioural intentions.

3. Research methodology

3.1. Questionnaire design

The questionnaire was developed based on the findings from the literature, interviews, 
and discussions with experts as well as on the results from previous studies.

The questionnaire contained various types of questions, such as closed-ended questions 
on socio-demographic characteristics, customers’ perception on tour package features and 
the different experiences that tourists had during their tourist visit, overall satisfaction, and 
willingness to recommend the tour, as well as open-ended questions where the visitors could 
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express their opinions on holidays spent in Poland. The questionnaire was constructed using 
a 7-point scale.

The data was gathered from tourists who were spending their summer holidays on coach 
tours in Poland in 2014–2015. Package holidays were sold by tour operators and travel agents 
under their own brands in the USA, Canada, Australia, Spain, Portugal, Brazil and Mexico. 
Mazurkas Travel, Polish Incoming Tour Operator was responsible for all tour arrangements 
in Poland. The examined group of tourists participated in tours guided either in English or 
in Spanish/Portuguese. The tour itineraries included most important places and tourist attrac-
tions in Poland. The subjects were selected by convenience sampling from tours’ participants. 
After each tour, the tourists received questionnaires in a pencil-and-paper form. The sample 
consisted of 463 valid questionnaires.

3.2. Sample characteristics

According to the survey results shown in Table 1, 64.1% of the tourists were females and 
35.9% males.

Table 1. Profile of the survey respondents

Description Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent

Gender Valid

Missing
Total

Female
Male
Total
System

297
166
463

0
463

64.1
35.9

100.0
0.0

100.0

64.1
35.9

100.0

64.1
100.0

Age Valid

Missing
Total

under 20
21–30
31–40
41–50
51–60
61–70
over 70
Total
System

11
18
20
35
88

169
78

419
44

463

2.4
3.9
4.3
7.6

19.0
36.5
16.8
90.5

9.5
100.0

2.6
4.3
4.8
8.4

21.0
40.3
18.6

100.0

2.6
6.9

11.7
20.1
41.1
81.4

100.0

Country of 
residence

Valid

Missing
Total

United States
Spain
Australia
Canada
Brazil
Portugal
Argentina
Other countries
Total
System

260
61
48
36
17

9
4

20
455

8
463

56.1
13.2
10.4

7.8
3.7
1.9
0.9
4.3

98.3
1.7

100.0

57.1
13.4
10.6

7.9
3.7
2.0
0.9
4.4

100.0

57.1
70.5
81.1
89.0
92.7
94.7
95.6

100.0

Source: Own study.
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When considering the visitors’ age, they were represented by the following age groups: 2.4% 
under 20; 3.9% – between 21–30 years old; 4.3% – between 31–40 years old; 7.6% – between 
41–50 years old; 19.0% – between 51–60 years old; 36.5% – between 61–70 years old; 16.8% 
– over 70. When taking into consideration the respondents’ country of residence, they came 
from the following countries: 56.1% – the United States; 13.2% – Spain; 10.4% – Australia; 
7.8% – Canada, 3.7% – Brazil, 1.9% – Portugal; 0.9% – Argentina; 4.3% – other countries.

3.3. Variables

In the present research, we wanted to understand what kinds of variables might drive cus-
tomer satisfaction. Therefore, as the major dependent variable, we focused on the information 
provided by the respondents to a question which asked about their level of satisfaction with 
their visit to Poland. While it was good to get an idea of the varying levels of satisfaction of 
the visitors to Poland, that did not provide information of much diagnostic value.

It was crucial to understand not only how satisfied they were but also much more impor-
tant was to get some idea of what the reasons for their satisfaction were. Once we know the 
reasons, it would be possible for tour companies to tailor their offerings so that customer 
satisfaction would be enhanced.

We theorized that two categories of attributes were likely to influence satisfaction levels. 
One was closely related to the actual tour package features and the other was more related 
to the different experiences that the tourists had during their tourist visit. In our present 
research we thus concentrated on the respondents’ perceptions about various attributes of 
these two categories.

While customer satisfaction is an indicator of how the visit went for these tourists, it is 
also managerially useful for tour operators to know how the touring experience might affect 
tourism in the future. With this in mind one of the other variables we considered was related 
to how likely the visitors were to recommend others visit Poland.

3.4. Data analysis

We wanted to identify which variables had a statistically significant effect on satisfaction 
and which of the significant variables had a greater impact on the same dependent variable. 
We therefore estimated the following model:

Satisfaction = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 +…+ βmxm   + ε1
where m = the number of actual tour package features, x are these features, and ε1 is the error 
term.

We next estimated the following model:

Satisfaction = γ 0 + γ 1z1 + γ 2z2 +…+ γ kzk   + ε2
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where k = the number of tourist experienced features, z are these features, and ε2 is the error 
term.

After this we estimated the following models to capture the effects on tourist recommen-
dations:

Recommendation = α0 + α1x1 + α 2x2 +…+ αmxm   + ε3

where m = the number of actual tour package features, x are these features, and ε3 is the error 
term

Recommendation = δ 0 + δ1z1 + δ 2z2 +…+ δmzm   + ε4

where k= the number of tourist experienced features, z are these features, and ε4 is the error 
term.

3.5. Results

From Table 2 we can observe that five out of the seven actual tour package features are 
strongly significant. These features are organization, attractiveness of the programme, restau-
rants and meals, hotels, and tour escort. All these five features had positive effects on tourist 
satisfaction. From the standardized coefficients in Table 2 it is evident that organization has 
the greatest impact on satisfaction, followed by that of the attractiveness of the programme.

Table 2.  Statistical relationships between the actual tour package features and customers’ 
satisfaction with their visit to Poland

Coefficientsa

Model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 1.406 .307 4.588 .000

Attractiveness of the program .206 .041 .234 4.995 .000

Organization .275 .042 .297 6.477 .000

Hotels .110 .032 .141 3.390 .001

Restaurants and meals .107 .030 .157 3.533 .000

Standard of the bus –.036 .033 –.046 –1.110 .268

Tour escort .126 .048 .106 2.608 .009

Price/quality relationship .008 .044 .009 .173 .863

a. Dependent variable: General satisfaction with your visit.
Source: Own study.

Next, we illustrate how a typical independent variable from the above table (Table 2) affects 
the mean satisfaction level of the respondents; we do this by using a graph. Below in Figure 1, 
we show the effect of the hotels variable on customer satisfaction. The graph confirms that 
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as the respondents’ perceptions of hotels improves from poor to excellent, the mean overall 
satisfaction level with their visit also increases.

Figure 1.  Impact of the perceptions of hotels on customers’ satisfaction with their visit 
to Poland

Source: Own study.

Table 3 indicates that four out of the thirteen experience aspects of the tourists’ visit 
to Poland had strong statistically significant effects on satisfaction. The greatest impact came 
from tourist attractions – culture and monuments, followed by safety, nature/countryside and 
climate of stay, in that order. It is interesting to note that while tourist attractions, climate of 
stay and safety each had a positive effect, nature/countryside had a negative effect on satisfac-
tion. In addition, the weather and the possibility of communicating in English had marginally 
significant effects on satisfaction.

Table 3.  Statistical relationships between experience aspects of the tourists’ visit 
and customers’ satisfaction with their visit to Poland

Coefficientsa

Model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 2.247 .276 8.147 .000

Climate, atmosphere of your stay .083 .041 .113 2.047 .041

Tourist attractions .418 .052 .456 8.021 .000

Nature, countryside –.102 .039 –.130 –2.655 .008

Shopping opportunities .027 .034 .041 .787 .432
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Safety .169 .050 .172 3.403 .001

Opportunity to meet new people –.014 .033 –.022 –.422 .673

Entertainment .023 .034 .035 .668 .505

Weather –.049 .029 –.084 –1.700 .090

Cleanliness –.037 .052 –.038 –.710 .478

Reasonable prices .040 .048 .046 .841 .401

Tourist information .021 .048 .023 .437 .662

Kindness to foreigners .020 .040 .027 .495 .621

Possibility to communicate in English .055 .033 .084 1.656 .098

a. Dependent variable: General satisfaction with your visit.
Source: Own study.

Below in Figure 2 we illustrate with a graph that as the customers’ perceptions of tourist 
attractions – culture and monuments increase from average to excellent, their mean satisfac-
tion score also increases – thus, confirming the analytical result indicated above in Table 3.

Figure 2.  Impact of the perceptions of tourist attractions on customers’ satisfaction with their 
visit to Poland

Source: Own study.

From Table 4, it can be seen that three out of the seven actual tour package features had 
significant and positive impacts on tourist recommendations. Attractiveness of the programme 
had the greatest impact followed by tour escort and organization. It is interesting to observe that 
restaurants and meals, as well as hotels did not have any significant effect on recommendations 
to visit Poland while they did have effects on satisfaction with the tourists’ own visit in Poland.
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Table 4.  Statistical relationships between actual tour package features and customers’ 
recommendations about their visit to Poland

Coefficientsa

Model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 3.086 .324 9.519 .000

Attractiveness of the program .188 .044 .240 4.320 .000

Organization .084 .045 .102 1.873 .062

Hotels .039 .034 .056 1.142 .254

Restaurants and meals .044 .032 .073 1.381 .168

Standard of the bus .042 .035 .060 1.193 .233

Tour escort .128 .051 .121 2.511 .012

Price/quality relationship .035 .048 .044 .740 .460

a. Dependent variable: Do you recommend visiting Poland?
Source: Own study.

The following graph shows that as the perception of the attractiveness of the programme 
increases from average to excellent, the mean recommendation score also increases – con-
firming the relationship shown from the statistical analysis results in Table 4.

Figure 3.  Impact of the perceptions of the attractiveness of the tour programme on customers’ 
recommendations about their visit to Poland

Source: Own study.
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Table 5 shows that tourist attractions – culture and monuments have the highest impact 
on recommendations, and the impacts are positive. It is clear from the table that tourists had 
a positive perception of safety and this resulted in a positive effect on their recommendations; 
the effect of safety was second only to that of tourist attractions. kindness to foreigners, the 
weather and cleanliness also significantly affected the recommendations.

Table 5.  Statistical relationships between The experience aspects of the tourists’ visit 
and customers’ recommendations about their visit to Poland

Coefficientsa

Model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 3.353 .265 12.632 .000

Climate, atmosphere of your stay .031 .040 .047 .789 .431

Tourist attractions .247 .050 .303 4.921 .000

Nature, countryside .058 .037 .083 1.575 .116

Shopping opportunities –.013 .033 –.023 –.410 .682

Safety .125 .048 .142 2.600 .010

Opportunity to meet new people –.013 .032 –.023 –.418 .676

Entertainment .011 .032 .019 .332 .740

Weather –.060 .028 –.115 –2.169 .031

Cleanliness –.100 .050 –.117 –2.006 .045

Reasonable prices .049 .046 .063 1.056 .292

Tourist information .066 .046 .083 1.442 .150

Kindness to foreigners .091 .039 .138 2.331 .020

Possibility to communicate in English .022 .032 .038 .698 .486

a. Dependent variable: Do you recommend visiting Poland?
Source: Own study.

The graphical analysis in Figure 4 below confirms the relationship shown in the statistical 
analysis results shown above in Table 5; the graph depiction indicates that as the perceptions 
of safety of the respondents increase from average to excellent, their mean recommendation 
score also increases.
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Figure 4.  Impact of the perceptions of safety on customers’ recommendations about their visit 
to Poland

Source: Own study.

4. Summary

Tourism is a very important service sector in many parts of the world. In this paper 
we have examined what kinds of attributes motivate tourists to feel satisfied with their trip 
to Poland and also what motivates the same tourists to make recommendations to others 
to visit Poland. Drivers of satisfaction and recommendations, although often similar, were 
not always the same. For instance, hotels, and restaurant and meals affected the tourists’ own 
satisfaction but did not affect the likelihood of making recommendations to others. Similarly, 
the climate/atmosphere of their stay, and nature/countryside affected their satisfaction but 
not recommendations. Our study, therefore, provides important diagnostic information to the 
tourism industry in Poland.

The research results enabled to better understand tourist satisfaction drivers and formulate 
appropriate recommendations regarding Polish tour operators’ marketing strategy for the 
distinguished markets.

Tour package features such as organization, attractiveness of the programme, and tour 
escort have a positive impact on both tourist satisfaction and recommendations, thus it is 
important to put an emphasis on those attributes while developing tourist products. Moreo-
ver, some experience factors including tourist attractions – culture and monuments as well as 
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safety have also a positive impact on both tourist satisfaction and recommendations, which 
means that they are crucial when developing tour itineraries. Those attributes that affect 
tourist satisfaction and recommendations should also be highlighted in the tour operators’ 
communications strategy.

Moreover, the information gathered from the research is useful for the development of 
marketing strategy for Poland as a tourist destination. Those attributes which affect tourist sat-
isfaction and recommendations could be used in the communications strategy for the country 
in the distinguished markets. It is highly important because the communications strategy is 
crucial for creating the country’s desired brand image and promoting its tourist attractiveness.

Limitations and future scope of the research

This study has considered package holiday travelers’ satisfaction and behavioural inten-
tions with regard to their visit to Poland. The cultural, social, psychological and personal 
characteristics of tourists have not been taken into consideration in this study. Only after 
doing this can one consider respondents’ opinions to be fully reflective as representatives of 
individual countries. Moreover, the analysis of the research outcomes is based on package 
vacation tourists from selected countries. Hence, conclusions can be limited to the distin-
guished groups of tourists. For future reference, a survey could be carried out across cultures 
in order to overcome the above-mentioned limitations.
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AbstrAct

The aim of the study is to investigate relationships between strategic orientation (SO), involvement 
in corporate social responsibility (CSR) and operational performance (OP). It tests the proposition 
that SO is not linked with OP directly but through CSR serving as the mediator. In addition, SO is 
hypothesized to moderate the association between CSR and OP. The research involves a represent-
ative cross-sectional survey of 400 managers of SMEs operating in the Polish food manufacturing 
industry. Statistical methods include confirmatory factor analysis with AMOS 24 and multiple linear 
regression using SPSS 24.
The study reveals a complete mediation effect by CSR of the links from three aspects of SO to OP. 
Specifically, aggressiveness, proactiveness and defensiveness are positively associated with CSR, 
while analysis, future orientation and risk propensity show no relationship. Also, aggressiveness 
moderates the link from CSR to OP, so that firms with higher aggressiveness display a stronger 
connection between CSR and OP.
The outcomes suggest that part of the positive effects of CSR may come from more general strate-
gic stances and attitudes. Moreover, it seems that certain aspects of strategic orientation might be 
more effective when implemented in an organizational environment with strong CSR values. In 
particular, strategies based on aggressiveness and proactiveness appear to be more effective when 
complemented by heightened social sensitivity.
This research validates the role of CSR as a viable managerial approach contributing to greater 
operational performance of companies. This could help build a stronger case to promote socially 
responsible business practices not only through its beneficial social impacts but also due to its effects 
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on firms’ performance. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first research focused on associations 
between SO, CSR and OP, using a large, representative sample of SMEs.

Keywords: CSR, strategic orientation, performance, manufacturing, survey
JEL Classification Codes: M10, M14

Introduction

The main objective of the study was to investigate the role of strategic orientation (SO) 
as an antecedent of CSR involvement. The SO concept is defined as “organizational principles 
that direct and influence the activities of an organization” [Hakala, 2011]. Strategic orientation 
can be looked at as the part of organizational culture that determines how a company addresses 
its market challenges. Based on dominant profiles of SO, a popular and longstanding typology 
distinguishes four types of companies: prospectors, defenders, analyzers and reactors [Miles 
and Snow, 1978]. From the perspective of sustainable management, it can be argued that 
strategic orientations emphasizing performance (e.g. prospectors) may be unlikely to induce 
in their members (employees) attentiveness to the needs of other stakeholders (e.g. local com-
munities, other employees). By the same token, their leaders may not find it essential for the 
company’s success to follow the principles of CSR. Consequently, strategic orientation could 
be a meaningful factor in a company’s stance on sustainability and social responsibility. 
That was the main assumption underlying this investigation of the relationship between SO 
and CSR. In several previous works, involvement in CSR was hypothesized to rely on a more 
general strategic position of a company. The rationale for such a proposition is grounded 
in the belief that even carefully thought-out strategies need special conditions and additional 
competencies to be transformed into positive operational and financial effects. One of such 
competencies could be CSR, which can induce – among other things – a higher level of 
involvement and loyalty from employees, leading to a more productive and responsive 
organizational culture. A few prominent examples of previous studies on the topic include 
works by Maignan et al. [1999], Qu [2009], Galbreath [2010] and Torgusa et al. [2012, 2013]. 
These authors found evidence (although often inconclusive) for links between aspects of SO, 
CSR and company performance, suggesting that CSR could serve as a mediating factor leading 
(in certain circumstances) to improved performance. However, these and other studies were 
not without limitations, often based on narrowly defined populations (e.g. star-rated hotels 
in China or members of the American Marketing Association), including small sample sizes 
and incomplete operationalizations of SO and CSR. This points to a research gap that could 
be addressed by the current study.

This paper is structured as follows. First, it looks at the concept of CSR and the past research 
that links CSR to a company’s performance. Then it overviews the literature on strategic 
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orientation and its interplay with CSR. Next, the paper presents the conceptual model and 
research hypotheses, and proceeds to discuss research methods, including the sample and 
population, measurement scales and statistical analysis. Presentation of the findings comes 
next and the paper wraps up with conclusions, limitations and suggestions for further research.

CSR and corporate performance in past research

The understanding of CSR employed in this paper is in keeping with the mainstream tra-
dition of the triple bottom line that identifies three groups of objectives with corresponding 
activities: economic, social and ecological [Peñaloza, Mish, 2011]. As such, this study dis-
tinguishes the following dimensions of the CSR involvement: (1) market policies (entailing 
a conscientious attitude in interactions with suppliers, customers, and other supply chain 
partners); (2) local impacts (communication, cooperation, and support for local and wider 
social partners); (3) natural environment (commitment to running business operations with 
the smallest possible negative impacts on the environment); and (4) employee relations (all 
corporate socially responsible activities aimed at employees).

The academic interest in costs and benefits of CSR for business has been high over the 
past several decades resulting in many publications on the topic. Nevertheless, the existing 
literature on CSR does not provide unequivocal and conclusive evidence on how operational 
and financial performance can be affected by implementing responsible business practices 
[Tang et al., 2012]. Indeed, the scale of interest and confusion surrounding the topic is aptly 
illustrated by Lu et al. [2014], who meta-analyzed 84 papers published between 2002–2011 that 
explored this relationship and found a wide – often inconsistent – array of conceptualizations, 
methodological approaches and outcomes. Even though the majority of authors lean towards 
the opinion that CSR involvement is frequently advantageous to companies, the number of the 
benefits ascribed to CSR varies widely and the understanding of the nature of the mechanisms 
that could lead to those benefits is often vague. This topic is particularly poorly investigated 
for small and medium-sized businesses. From a theoretical standpoint, there are compelling 
arguments for a positive link between CSR and performance. For one, stakeholder theory 
implies that firms that effectively respond to the needs of various groups of individuals are 
likely to enjoy improved relationships with customers, employees, shareholders and business 
partners [McWilliams et al., 2006].

Additional insights are offered by transaction cost economics, which suggests that 
companies with a poor social responsibility image will have higher transactional costs due 
to so-called “more expensive explicit claims”, such as lawsuits and fines from the government, 
demands of shorter payment periods from suppliers and higher costs of obtaining capital 
owing to the increased risk perception by banks and investors [Peloza, 2006]. According to the 
resource-based view, CSR can be counted among intangible strategic resources, which – when 
rare and not easily substitutable – may contribute markedly to competitive advantage [Luo, 
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Bhattacharaya, 2006]. Examples of intangible assets that can be augmented by CSR are brand 
names, company reputation and better skills of employees and managers. In contrast, some 
scholars do not approve of firms getting involved in CSR, since they believe that whatever 
benefits can be gained this way are canceled out by high costs of CSR programmes; that is, firms 
face a direct trade-off between social and financial performance. This view holds that to carry 
out CSR policies, businesses frequently bear costs that put them at an economic disadvantage 
compared to other, less socially involved companies [Auppele et al., 1985].

Although the current consensus in economic theory is that with socially responsible 
management the balance of costs and benefits for a company is likely to be positive, empirical 
research seems to paint a more varied picture – reported findings have ranged from negative, 
to neutral, to clearly positive relationships between CSR and performance. Detrimental effects 
of CSR were found by Wagner et al. [2002], who studied the European paper manufacturing 
industry and noted that environmental investments were negatively correlated with finan-
cial performance. However, the companies that were investigated were forced to make those 
investments by mandatory legal regulations, so they were reactive and hence could entail 
different causal mechanisms and effects.

Marginally positive or neutral financial effects were reported in a number of studies, more 
frequently in longitudinal research then cross-sectional projects. For example, Nelling and 
Webb [2009] found CSR to be positively associated with performance only in cross-sectional 
analyses repeated separately for subsequent years, but the same data processed with a longi-
tudinal approach returned a much weaker relationship. The only hint of a causal relationship 
was identified between the stock market performance of the companies and expenditures on 
employee related CSR programmes. This prompted the authors to speculate that companies, 
having succeeded on the stock exchange, were inclined to increase their CSR spending on 
employees, implying that CSR was not a cause but rather an effect of high performance; a way 
to reward employees for the company’s success. The lack of a link between CSR and perfor-
mance was reported by Bello [2005], in the analysis of American investment funds in the late 
1990 s. His comparison of the funds with only socially responsible firms in their assets to those 
that build their portfolio according to risk and return considerations, identified no signifi-
cant differences in profitability: seemingly firms with and without CSR programmes offered 
similar returns. Matuszczak and Różańska [2017] in a longitudinal study of 18 banks found 
no evidence of substantive effects (either positive or negative) of the banks’ CSR initiatives 
on metrics of financial performance.

Notwithstanding the above examples, most of the past research did identify some positive 
effect. One well-cited study revealing positive bottom-line impacts of social responsibility 
was authored by Torgusa et al. [2012], who investigated 171 Australian SME manufacturers 
of industrial machinery and equipment. The main finding was a medium strong association 
between proactive CSR and financial performance. The structural model tested there placed 
CSR as a mediating variable between three corporate capacities (shared vison, stakeholder 
management and strategic proactivity) and performance. Despite the authors claims that the 
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mediation was confirmed, the model was missing direct regression paths from capacities 
to performance to ensure that due to mediation from CSR these paths were insignificant. In 
another article, using the same data set, Torgusa et al. [2013] found an even stronger effect of 
CSR on financial performance once synergy between three variables were accounted for as 
interaction terms. The identified synergy entailed stronger correlations between individual 
dimensions of CSR and performance for higher levels of other CSR dimensions.

A study by Tang et al. [2012] involved analysis of longitudinal data from 130 American 
enterprises from 1995 to 2007. The outcomes indicate a positive financial impact if a com-
pany introduced CSR gradually, over a long period of time, beginning with internal, employ-
ee-oriented dimensions of social responsibility and proceeding outwards. The research seems 
to highlight the critical role of organizational learning and the need to absorb CSR principles 
into organizational culture before any benefits can materialize. A lack of a deeply ingrained 
appreciation among employees for the ethical and socially responsible mindset can lead 
to failures in implementing CSR programmes aimed at the supply chain, local communities 
and natural environment.

Examples of other research that offer evidence on positive ties between social responsi-
bility and performance include the papers by Peters and Mullen [2007], Rettab et al. [2009], 
Wagner [2009] and Zaborek [2014].

The part of CSR research stream that is relatively less popular with scholars but has a fun-
damental role in developing a better understanding of the CSR–performance link is concerned 
with identifying and explaining the mechanisms leading from responsible corporate behaviour 
and attitudes to improved performance. In the earlier mentioned research by Torgusa et al 
[2011, 2012] and Tang et al. [2012], CSR seemed to work best in organizations that had the 
right capacities and organizational culture in place, which was discovered by testing statistical 
models where performance metrics were explained not only by direct connections but also 
through mediation and moderation between pertinent variables.

In another study, Kang et al. [2016] identified 4 factors underlying a successful imple-
mentation of socially responsible practices that they labelled: (1) slack resources, (2) good 
management, (3) penance, and (4) insurance. Proponents of the slack resources theory inves-
tigate direct links between CSR and performance and posit that any positive correlation is due 
to the availability of excess funds (i.e. slack resources), which encourage managers to develop 
CSR programmes. In this view, CSR is not a cause of improved performance but an effect, 
and as such is quite redundant and even harmful for financial success. One early, well known 
study in this stream of research [McGuire et. al., 1988] shows that CSR expenditures are more 
closely related to the previous performance than the subsequent one. The good management 
hypothesis assumes that CSR has a positive influence on finances through intermediate 
effects, which constitute improvements in various metrics of operational performance, such 
as employees’ attitude, satisfaction and involvement, customer satisfaction and better supply 
chain relations. Proponents of this approach often develop composite metrics meant to capture 
the amount of operational improvement, such as the product social performance coefficient, 
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which turned out to be positively correlated with CSR on the one hand and profitability on the 
other, essentially serving as a mediator [Jayachandran et al. 2013]. With the penance mech-
anism researchers assume that firms get involved in spending on CSR as a compensation for 
past transgressions (e.g. pollution incidents, bad treatment of employees). Here, CSR serves 
as a means to internalize external costs due to irresponsible previous decisions. This outlook 
expects positive ties of CSR with performance, but it is mainly due to avoidance (in part or 
in full) of retribution by governmental bodies and customers. Researchers who assume the 
existence of the insurance mechanism expect that firms spend on CSR initiatives to protect 
themselves against possible future incidents that could harm their reputation, by building 
good reputation at present [Minor and Morgan, 2011]. This perception of CSR is similar to the 
earlier view, except the fact that the transgressions against which CSR is supposed to offer 
safeguards are not in the past but in the future.

More recently, Aluchna [2017], based on a series of 16 depth interviews of CEOs and 
CSR directors, found that the most important benefit reported by managers was positive CSR 
impacts on employees, but – interestingly – other benefits were scarce, and the interviewees 
questioned the effectiveness of including references to CSR in marketing campaigns, judging it 
as too risky for the credibility of the company, not only among customers but also employees.

Charitable marketing campaigns by large network retailers were discussed by Stefańska 
and Pilarczyk [2015], who suggest that these initiatives can have underwhelming outcomes 
on performance due to run-of-the-mill ideas for charitable actions, which make it difficult 
to stand out from other companies, and deficient communication with stakeholders about 
the achieved social effects, to show that charitable efforts are not a sham, but they have real 
impacts on beneficiaries.

Relationship between strategic orientation and CSR 
in the existing literature

The objective of the study is to investigate the role of strategic orientation (SO) as an 
antecedent of CSR involvement. At a general level, the SO concept is defined as “organiza-
tional principles that direct and influence the activities of an organization” [Hakala, 2011]. 
Strategic orientation can be looked at as the part of organizational culture or organizational 
capacity that determines how a company addresses its market challenges. This cultural under-
standing of SO is sometimes reflected in the terminology, when the alternative name used 
for the concept is strategic culture [Johnson et al. 2012]. Within this conceptual framework 
one could identify widely different approaches to doing business: from highly aggressive and 
competitive to defensive and reactive. Based on such dominant strategic profiles, a popular 
and longstanding typology distinguishes four types of companies: prospectors, defenders, 
analyzers and reactors [Miles and Snow, 1978]. It should be noted that SO is not a uniform 
construct and, according to some authors, it can subsume more specialized sets of attitudes 
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and practices, such as marketing orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and innovative 
orientation, all of which are cast as types of SO focused on different functional areas of the 
company [Balodi, 2014].

From the perspective of sustainable management and CSR, it can be argued that those 
strategic orientations that emphasize performance (e.g. prospectors) may be unlikely to induce 
in their members (employees) high attentiveness to the needs of other stakeholders (e.g. local 
communities, other employees). By the same token, their leaders may not find it essential for 
their company’s success to follow the principles of CSR. Consequently, strategic orientation 
could be a meaningful factor in a company’s stance on sustainability and social responsibility. 
This was the main assumption underlying our investigation of the relationship between SO 
and CSR. Next, to provide more theoretical context for this research, three salient studies were 
outlined which looked at similar research problems.

In several previous works, involvement in CSR was hypothesized to rely on a more general 
strategic position of a company. The rationale for such a proposition is grounded in a belief 
that even carefully thought-out strategies need special conditions and additional competencies 
to be transformed into positive operational and financial effects. One of such competencies 
could be CSR, which can induce – among other things – a higher level of involvement and 
loyalty from employees, leading to a more productive and responsive organizational culture. 
Arguably, the first to explore CSR in a mediating role leading to business benefits was the 
research by Maignan et al. [1999]. There, the authors investigate how the so-called “corporate 
citizenship” is shaped by aspects of organizational culture and how it in turn affects perfor-
mance metrics. Corporate citizenship was defined as “the extent to which businesses meet 
the economic, legal and discretionary responsibilities placed on them by their various stake-
holders”. Considering that “discretionary responsibilities” involve philanthropic activity and 
employee-oriented programmes, this concept is similar in meaning to the CSR involvement 
adopted in the current study. Organizational culture encompassed those factors that – in the 
authors’ view – could encourage managers to actively meet their social responsibilities. Cultural 
variables included market orientation, competitive orientation and humanistic orientation. 
Based on the Likert-type measurement items used there, the joint scope of market and com-
petitive orientation was akin to the strategic orientation employed in the current research, 
in particular its aspects of aggressiveness, defensiveness and analysis. The findings reported 
in the paper implied that fulfilling social obligations did not come at the expense of diminished 
profitability; in fact, there was evidence that it could lead to better performance directly as well 
as through mediators of employee commitment and customer loyalty. As regards reliability 
and validity of the outcomes, even though the study was designed and implemented carefully 
and statistical analysis was thorough, there was a shortcoming concerning the sample size and 
structure. The authors collected data from a rather small group of 229 marketing executives, 
sourced from a database of members of the American Marketing Association (AMA). Such 
a sampling frame, it seems, is hardly representative of a larger population of companies, since 
it could be argued that the AMA brings together select marketing professionals who have 
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a keen interest in modern marketing and management practices and are likely to use them 
in their own companies. Hence, the same effects might not be found in other firms led by 
individuals less familiar with marketing and management theory, including the concepts of 
sustainable management and CSR.

In another relevant study, Qu [2009] looked into CSR as an intermediary variable 
between market orientation and financial performance, finding support for the existence of 
the full mediation effect. It transpired that the correlation between market orientation and 
performance was rendered insignificant by the addition of CSR to the model, while the direct 
regression paths between market orientation, CSR and performance were significant. Despite 
interesting outcomes, the study suffers from limitations including a small sample size of 143 
observations, the focus on a single, a narrowly defined industry (star-rated hotels in China) 
and a questionable choice of measurement scales (e.g. the whole of CSR involvement was 
assessed with only five Likert-scale items, which is much fewer than in most comparable 
projects), and financial performance was determined solely in relation to main competitors 
from a set of 3 self-reported qualitative metrics).

The third pertinent study [Galbreath, 2010] explored the question of whether companies 
employing different types of SO, using the already mentioned Miles and Snow typology, 
demonstrate different levels of CSR. According to Miles and Snow [1978, dominant strate-
gic inclinations allow for distinguishing four general types of firms: prospectors, defenders, 
analyzers and reactors. In short, prospectors are the most pro-active firms, tending to rely 
on innovation and aggressive searching for new markets to attain first-mover advantage. 
Defenders opt to protect their current market share by relying on providing superior expe-
rience to customers and driving down costs through improved internal efficiency. Analyzers 
are a hybrid between prospectors and defenders, looking to maintain stable market positions 
but also open to exploiting new market opportunities, however, usually as followers (second 
movers) to prospectors. Reactors are those firms that suffer from strategies misaligned with 
their environment and resources; they tend to display inconsistent behaviour in response 
to strong stimuli from the market. Using a sample of 280 Australian companies from a wide 
range of industries, the author found significant effects of SO on CSR. ANOVA tests showed 
that prospectors and defenders displayed greater involvement in CSR than analyzers and 
reactors. As explained by the author, this effect in prospectors could be due to higher levels 
of skill in environmental scanning and information processing (to find out the true needs of 
various stakeholder groups), stronger responsiveness to changes in the environment and greater 
innovativeness (to effectively use CSR claims in leveraging the firm’s market position). Also, 
prospectors were led more often by CEOs with a marketing background, who tend to better 
understand how to use CSR in market positioning. On the other hand, the main reason for 
defenders to attain high levels of CSR involvement was relatively longer tenures of their top 
managers, who, by staying longer on the job, had more time to develop tacit, idiosyncratic 
knowledge of the company and its surroundings. That knowledge enabled them to better 
evaluate risks involved in engaging in CSR, which – as suggested by other research – could 
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have detrimental effects on performance. In addition, managers with longer tenures could 
develop closer and more personal ties with various stakeholder groups, prompting their 
stronger interest in supporting the well-being of those groups.

Conceptual model and hypotheses

Drawing on the outlined existing research and building on the assumptions noted in the 
introduction to the paper, the two main hypotheses are:
H.1 The relationship between SO and operational performance (OP) is mediated by CSR.
H.2 SO is a moderating factor in the relationships between CSR and OP.

The first hypothesis tests the mediation effect of CSR that is the main focus of this study. 
The second hypothesis is a complement to the first one in that it provides a more complete 
picture of the relationships between CSR, SO and OP.

Following the classical Baron and Kenny’s description of mediation [Barron and Kenny, 
1986], it can be said that mediation occurs when the three conditions are met:
1. The independent variable must be significantly correlated with the mediating variable.
2. The mediating variable must be significantly correlated with the dependent variable.
3. The direct effect between the independent variable and dependent variable is considerably 

reduced, or drops to zero, after the introduction of the moderating variable into the model.
From these guidelines the following graphical model is proposed for the relationships 

embedded in the main hypotheses.

Figure 1: Conceptual model of the research

Source: Own elaboration.

The regression paths depicted by arrows in the model represent the three conditions for 
the moderation effect to occur, which correspond to a set of auxiliary hypotheses:
H.1.1 SO is correlated with CSR.
H.1.2 CSR is correlated with OP.
H.1.3 SO is correlated with OP only when CSR is unaccounted for. When CSR is factored 
into the regression model, SO is not significantly correlated with OP.
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The fourth path, connecting SO with the arrow between CSR and OP, represents a possible 
moderation effect of SO on the strength of the relationship from CSR to OP, which corresponds 
to the second main hypothesis (H.2).

Research method

Sample and data collection

To test the hypotheses, the study relied on a CATI survey of managers of small and medi-
um-sized enterprises operating in Poland in the food industry (also including non-alcoholic 
beverage producers), which is among the three manufacturing industries with the greatest 
contributions to the Polish GDP (accounting for about 11% of GDP in 2016) [Central Statis-
tical Office, 2017]. At the same time, it comprises a large number of small and medium-sized 
companies with diversified levels of technological and managerial sophistication. A sample for 
the survey was selected at random from a complete database of food and beverage industry 
manufacturers in Poland by a research agency hired for the project; the research agency was 
also responsible for contacting and collecting answers from the managers. The total of 400 
interviews was completed for a response rate of approximately 41% (i.e. the initial sample 
size was 976, of which 576 contact attempts were unsuccessful mostly due to refusals). After 
initial screening, 31 cases were excluded because of missing answers and large inconsistencies 
in answers, strongly suggestive of measurement errors. The measurement errors possibly 
arose from lapses in attention of a small group of the respondents who misinterpreted some 
questions and response items. Overall, 369 records were used in further analysis.

Measurement scales

The companies’ involvement in sustainable management was established with a mul-
ti-item Likert scale, where the respondents had to agree or disagree with a series of statements 
about various manifestations of sustainability it their firms. The possible answers could 
take 5 discrete values, from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. The content of particular 
items, addressed dimensions of sustainable management and literature sources for the scale 
items were shown in Table 1. Following the existing published sources listed in the table, the 
four dimensions of CSR were assumed to be reflective, with the direction of the causal rela-
tionships from the latent variables to their indicators (i.e. Liker scale items).

The index of operational performance was computed as a summation of 13 binary indi-
cator variables – each of the variables representing a different favorable effect of sustainable 
management in the 3 years preceding the interview (2012–2014). The presence of each of the 
effects was marked as 1, while the lack thereof as 0. The choice of the sustainability effects was 
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based on the existing literature, in particular the scales used by Torugsa et al. [2012] and Green 
et. al. [2014]. The complete list of indicator items comprising the index was given in Table 2.

Table 1: Likert-scale items used for measuring CSR dimensions in the study

Item content Literature sources

Latent variable: Employee Relations

Employees have access to training developing skills not only useful in the current position but also 
in their future career.

Buciuniene and 
Kazlauskaite [2012], 
Zaborek [2014], 
Tang et al. [2012] We have an equal chances policy whereby no one is discriminated against and everyone can be 

promoted.

In important matters the management consults employees.

Our employees’ wages are higher than in similar firms in our industry.

We strive to ensure that employees can find a balance between their professional and personal life.

Latent variable: Natural Environment

In developing new products, we consider environmental impacts regarding their manufacturing, use 
and recycling.

Elkington [1998], 
Lagoarde-Segot [2011], 
Saleh et al. [2011], 
Torgusa et. al. [2012], 
Zaborek [2014] 

We seek to generate lower air pollution.

Our technologies and manufacturing processes are environmentally friendly.

In manufacturing, we use almost exclusively ecological materials and components.

Our company offers to all interested parties full and accurate information about environmental impacts.

Latent variable: Market Policies

We always pay our financial obligations in a timely manner. Maloni and Brown [2006], 
Hsueh and Chang [2008], 
Cruz and Matsypura 
[2009] 

We handle complaints from our customers, suppliers and other business partners without delay.

We cooperate with other companies and organizations to promote sustainable business practices.

Latent variable: Local Impacts

We source from local suppliers. Mishra and Suar [2010], 
Saleh et al. [2011], 
Zaborek [2014] We encourage employees to participate in events organized by local communities, permitting them, for 

example, to do it during working hours or to use material and immaterial resources of the company.

We periodically measure our involvement is social activities.

Our social and environmental initiatives are based on cooperation with local entities.

Before starting a new project, we evaluate its possible impacts on the local environment and 
communities.

Source: Own elaboration.

Table 2:  Components of the index of operational performance. All the listed effects concert the 
3‑year period preceding the interview (2012–2014)

1. Lower employee absences

2. Lower employee turnover

3. Lower work accidents

4. Fewer product returns

5. Smaller percentage of products failing to meet internal quality criteria

6. Higher percentage of returning customers

7. Fewer conflicts with supply chain members
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8. Lower use of raw materials per unit of a product

9. Lower use of energy per unit of a product

10. Lower use of water in production

11. Reduced gas emissions

12. Increased share of recycled materials in the total use of materials

13. Reduced number of violations of environmental regulations

Source: Own elaboration.

The conceptualization of SO in this study was guided by the work of N. Venkatram [1989], 
and included the following facets:
– Aggressiveness is a company’s stance to grow faster than its competitors and increase the 

market share by the appropriate allocation of resources and deploying ambitious action 
plans and programmes.

– Analysis, which refers to a problem-solving attitude, entailing search for the roots of 
a problem and developing possible solutions.

– Defensiveness is manifested by an emphasis on cost reductions, search for productivity 
gains and protection of proprietary technology to preserve one’s own market position.

– Future orientation concerns a firm’s relative focus on long term targets versus short term 
objectives.

– Proactiveness represents an attitude and capacity for actively seeking new opportunities, 
often above and beyond the current scope of the operation of a company.

– Risk propensity in terms of resource allocation and the choice of products and markets
These six constructs were measured with Likert scale items adapted for the context of this 

research from batteries of statements developed by Venkatran [1989], and later amended by 
Morgan and Strong [1997]. The scales used to measure SO were given in Table 3.

Table 3: Likert scale items for strategic orientation

Item content Dimension of 
strategic orientation

We often sacrifice profitability to gain market share. Aggressiveness

We often cut prices to increase market share.

We often set prices below competition.

We often seek desired market share position at the expense of cash flow and profitability.

We systematically gather and analyze market information. Analysis

Market analysis outcomes are readily available to all decision makers.

We continuously monitor our competitive position.

When confronted with a major decision we always analyze it thoroughly.

Market information drives the work of all departments in our company.

We regularly conduct significant modifications to manufacturing technology. Defensiveness

The main criterion in performance evaluation of the whole firm and its individual departments is cost analysis.

We routinely use formalized methods of production management.

We often modify our products following ideas from our employees.
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Our action plans focus on long-term goals. Future orientation

Long-term goals are prioritized over short-term goals.

In planning we use long-term forecasts of crucial metrics.

We continuously track important trends in the environment, such as demographical, cultural and 
technological.

We constantly seek for new opportunities going beyond our present operations. Proactiveness

We are often among the first firms in the industry to introduce innovations, such as new products or 
production processes.

We seek to implement the most innovative solutions in the industry.

Our planning system is flexible enough to enable making use of unexpected opportunities.

In taking decisions we place a great emphasis on reducing risk. Risk propensity

We mostly involve in projects where the expected benefits are certain.

We usually employ “tried and true” solutions in organizing production and sales.

Source: Adapted from Venkatran [1989] and Morgan and Strong [1997].

In the research by Venkatran [1989] and Margan and Strong [1997] the dimensions of SO 
were assumed to be reflective constructs, recognized by highly correlated indicators under 
each dimension. In the present study, however, we were unable to detect sufficiently strong 
correlation patterns to build a robust measurement model with SO dimensions as reflective 
latent variables. Accordingly, it was assumed that each dimension was in fact a formative 
construct that was created by combining individual effects of its indicators. This assumption 
is opposite to that for reflective constructs, where indicator variables are just reflections of 
a directly non-measurable and more general variable. In other words, under a reflective 
specification, latent variables define indicators, while in a formative model it is indicators 
that define constructs [Borsboom, 2005]. Consequently, in reflective constructs indicators 
must be correlated if they are to measure the same latent variable, while such a condition does 
not apply to indicators defining formative constructs.

There has been longstanding dispute in academia about the true nature of popular constructs 
employed for studying firms, such as market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation, CSR, 
etc. As an example, Anderson et al. [2015] propose that entrepreneurial orientation (which 
is often considered a form of strategic orientation) is best operationalized as a formative sec-
ond-order construct, as opposed to a more popular reflective model, and they demonstrate 
that the formative approach yields a model with superior statistical and substantive qualities 
versus its reflective equivalent, even though the latter was still admissible. Regarding CSR, an 
interesting discussion of building a measurement scale with formative characteristics can be 
found in Isa and Reast [2014]. In the context of the current study, the issue of operationalizing 
market orientation is particularly relevant, since this concept is considered a special kind of 
strategic orientation, and as such should follow similar measurement principles. A comparison 
of the two measurement models – formative and reflective – for market orientation can be 
found in Coltman et al. [2008]. Both competing models use the same set of indicators but with 
the opposite directions of links to underlying constructs. Extensive tests performed by the 
authors suggest that the formative model works better in terms discriminant and nomological 
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validity, and it also offers greater predictive power. Overall, the findings of the study seem 
to give support to the specification of SO (as a more general concept than market orientation) 
with the formative approach.

To conclude, building on the cited arguments the current research treats the SO dimen-
sions as formative latent constructs.

Statistical methods

The first step in statistical analysis was to establish the scores of the latent variables. For 
this purpose, the CSR dimensions, being reflective constructs, were estimated thorough 
confirmatory factor analysis with AMOS 24. The formative aspects of SO were computed as 
arithmetic averages of their indicators, and the composite metric of OP was a simple sum-
mary of the reported binary effects. The scores of all latent characteristics were saved as new 
variables and used in estimating multiple regression models in SPSS 24.

Research findings

Confirmatory factor analysis yielded a measurement model for CSR with four reflective 
dimensions.

In order to evaluate the model fit with the empirical data in the sample, a standard set of 
metrics was used. The values of these metrics together with conventional cut-off points were 
given in Table 4.

Table 4: Overall fit measures for the SEM model

Metric Value Threshold for a well-fitting model

Chi-square/df (relative chi-square) 2.880 <3 for good fit

p-value for the model <0.001 >0.05

GFI (goodness of fit index) 0.924 ≥0.9

CFI (comparative fit index) 0.943 ≥0.9

AGFI (adjusted goodness of fit index) 0.857 ≥0.8

PCFI (parsimony comparative fit index) 0.803 ≥0.8

RMSEA (root mean square of approximation) 0.071; 
HI90=0.079

≤0.05 for good model fit; ≤0.08 for adequate fit; in addition, the 
upper 90% confidence limit (HI 90) should be no more than 0.08 
for a well-fitting model

Source: Own elaboration. Cutoff points based on Garson [2012].

The reported indices indicate a close match between the model and the data. The only 
exception is the chi-square test, which is significant and rejects the null hypothesis of the lack 
of differences between the observed covariance matrix and the one implied by the model. 
However, the chi-square statistic tends to be excessively inflated for large samples, such as 
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in the current analysis, which leads to increased sensitivity of the test. As such, this measure is 
considered unreliable and could be disregarded if other metrics point to a well-fitting solution 
[Garson, 2012, pp. 76–77; Bowen and Guo, 2012, p. 142].

The next table provides insights into CSR dimensions in terms of reliability (Cronbach’s 
Alpha), convergent validity (AVE, or average variance extracted) and discriminant validity 
(MSV, or maximum shared variance).

Table 5: Reliability and validity measures of CSR involvement dimensions

Construct Cronbach’s Alpha AVE MSV

Local impacts 0.865 0.572 0.490

Market policies 0.853 0.710 0.130

Natural environment 0.887 0.610 0.490

Employee relations 0.889 0.666 0.476

Source: Own elaboration.

The metrics in Table 5 indicate a solution without any apparent issues compromising its 
interpretability. It seems that the manifest variables used to represent the latent constructs have 
high levels of internal consistency – Cronbach’s alphas are all greater than 0.07, as suggested 
in Malhotra [Malhotra, 2010, p. 287]. AVE values, which show how well hidden variables 
are represented by their corresponding indicators, should be at least 0.5 [Hair et al., 2007, 
p. 605], which is true for all the constructs. Also, the model does not appear to suffer from 
issues with discriminant validity, as all latent variables had the average extracted variance 
(AVE) greater than the maximum shared variance with other constructs (MSV); this implies 
that it is unlikely that any indicator measures better some other construct than the one it was 
formally ascribed to.

The descriptive statistics of the six composite variables representing the six dimensions 
of SO were displayed in Table 6.

Table 6: Descriptive statistics for the six dimensions of strategic orientation

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. 
Deviation

Skewness Kurtosis

Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error

Aggressiveness 1 5 3.8245 .6479 –1.138 .127 1.958 .253

Analysis 1 5 4.0661 .5379 –1.424 .127 2.815 .253

Future orientation 1 5 3.8155 .6172 –.670 .127 1.165 .253

Defensiveness 1 5 3.7191 .7164 –.704 .127 .577 .253

Proactiveness 1 5 3.8462 .5679 –.942 .127 1.922 .253

Risk propensity 1 5 3.9810 .6269 –.622 .127 .889 .253

Source: Own elaboration.
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It transpired that the average values of all the attributes of SO were beyond the neutral 
point of 3. The firms demonstrated the greatest levels of capacity for analysis (4.07), while the 
relatively weakest was the trait of defensiveness (3.2).

Figure 2: Frequency distributions of SO dimensions

Source: Own elaboration.
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Even though the presented dot plots depict distributions with negative asymmetry, for 
no variable the strength of skewness is extreme, which could be problematic in further analysis 
(the lack of strong asymmetry is also confirmed by the descriptive statistics in the previous 
table, which do not exceed 1.5 in terms of absolute value that is often considered a threshold 
for extreme asymmetry).

Table 7: Correlations between pairs of SO dimensions

Aggressiveness Analysis Future 
orientation Defensiveness Proactiveness Risk 

propensity

Aggressiveness Pearson Correlation 1 .279** .304** .238** .240** .206**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Analysis Pearson Correlation .279** 1 .335** .256** .335** .210**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Future orientation Pearson Correlation .304** .335** 1 .277** .385** .347**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Defensiveness Pearson Correlation .238** .256** .277** 1 .229** .238**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Proactiveness Pearson Correlation .240** .335** .385** .229** 1 .273**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

Risk propensity Pearson Correlation .206** .210** .347** .238** .273** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Source: Own elaboration.

The dimensions are only mildly correlated, which suggests that despite a certain amount 
of shared variance it is unlikely that they could be represented by the same second-order 
reflective construct, adding further support to the formative nature of the relationships under-
lying the concept of SO. Indeed, an exploratory factor analysis with the maximum likelihood 
method and the Keiser criterion performed on the six dimensions of SO extracts only one 
factor with 28% of shared variance, which is too small for a viable reflective solution. Weak 
correlations also imply that discriminant validity is not a problem as each dimension has its 
own distinct meaning.

To establish if variance in the indicators of CSR and SO were caused by substantive rea-
sons rather than the use of the same types of scales on measures obtained from a single data 
source, Harman’s single factor test for common method bias was performed [Fuller et al., 
2015]. Accordingly, once all metrics for CSR and SO were loaded on a single factor, the amount 
of extracted variance was 20.8%, which is lower than the threshold of 50%, indicating that 
common method bias was of no concern.

The next step in the statistical analysis involved testing the research hypotheses with 
a series of multiple regression models. The first hypothesis (H.1.1), about the positive corre-
lation between SO and CSR, was explored with four regression equations set out in the tables 
below. Significant predictors were marked in bold.
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Table 8:  Regression model of the relationship between SO dimensions and the CSR dimension 
of employee relations (R‑squared for the model = 0.147)

Model components
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) –3.204 .478 –6.703 .000

Aggressiveness .271 .078 .188 3.487 .001

Analysis .144 .096 .082 1.494 .136

Future orientation –.112 .089 –.074 –1.266 .206

Defensiveness .145 .071 .109 2.028 .043

Proactiveness .349 .092 .212 3.782 .000

Risk propensity .041 .081 .027 .507 .612

Dependent Variable: CSR: Employee relations.
Source: Own elaboration.

Table 9:  Regression model of the relationship between SO dimensions and the CSR dimension 
of natural environment (R‑squared for the model = 0.123)

Model components
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) –3.115 .486 –6.415 .000

Aggressiveness .157 .079 .108 1.987 .048

Analysis .058 .098 .033 .594 .553

Future orientation .048 .090 .032 .538 .591

Defensiveness .159 .073 .119 2.194 .029

Proactiveness .298 .094 .180 3.178 .002

Risk propensity .098 .082 .065 1.184 .237

Dependent Variable: CSR: Environment.
Source: Own elaboration.

Table 10:  Regression model of the relationship between SO dimensions and the CSR dimension 
of market policies (R‑squared for the model = 0.026)

Model components
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) –.272 .502 –.542 .588

Aggressiveness –.026 .076 –.020 –.337 .736

Analysis –.125 .093 –.078 –1.345 .180

Future orientation .069 .083 .051 .822 .411

Defensiveness –.041 .068 –.035 –.611 .542

Proactiveness .208 .089 .139 2.347 .020

Risk propensity .033 .078 .025 .425 .671

Dependent Variable: CSR: Market policies.
Source: Own elaboration.
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Table 11:  Regression model of the relationship between SO dimensions and the CSR dimension 
of local impacts (R‑squared for the model = 0.126)

Model components
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficienasts t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

(Constant) –2.847 .479 –5.940 .000

Aggressiveness .283 .078 .198 3.613 .000

Analysis .163 .097 .094 1.687 .093

Future orientation .009 .089 .006 .105 .916

Defensiveness .008 .074 .006 .108 .914

Proactiveness .319 .095 .193 3.372 .001

Risk propensity –.038 .082 –.026 –.464 .643

Dependent Variable: CSR: Local impacts.
Source: Own elaboration.

The reported regression analysis points to those aspects of SO that covary with elements 
of CSR in a systematic and meaningful way. For employee relations the significant predictors 
– all with positive impacts – are: aggressiveness, defensiveness and reactiveness. The natural 
environment has positive and significant linkages with the same set of three predictors, while 
local impacts show meaningful associations with aggressiveness and proactiveness. At 2.6% 
of variance accounted for by the model, market policies is the worst explained CSR construct 
in terms of SO, but even here the equation contains one significant predictor of proactiveness.

Overall, it does seem that SO has a significant impact on CSR implementation in business. 
The effect sizes vary from 14.7% of the explained variance in the case of employee relations 
to 2.6% for market policies. Having in mind that CSR is a complex concept that is known 
to be affected by multiple actors, events and other influences from the inside and outside of 
the company, the effect sizes obtained should be considered not only statistically significant 
but also practically meaningful (the unexplained variance represents all other systematic 
and random factors not controlled by the models). Interestingly, half of the SO dimensions 
seem to have no relevance to CSR at all: analysis, future orientation and risk propensity were 
not found to have significant associations with any of the CSR subconstructs.

The performed regression analyses give at least partial support to Hypothesis 1.1, as it 
is clear that some aspects of SO are conducive to more socially responsible behaviour of 
the companies.

The two remaining supportive hypotheses (H.1.2 and H.1.3) were verified by two further 
regression models. The first one links the index of operational performance with SO dimen-
sions to see if there is any significant effect without mediation by CSR. Another equation adds 
CSR dimensions to the OP predictors to find out if the previously significant SO elements 
have lost their effects in favour of CSR dimensions. As before, significant variables were 
emphasized in bold.
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Table 12:  Regression models predicting operational performance index from SO dimensions 
alone, and from SO dimensions combined with CSR subconstructs (R‑squared for the 
first model = 0.099; R‑squared for the second model = 0.849)

Model
Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig.
B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 3.310 1.313 2.520 .012

Aggressiveness .483 .215 .125 2.248 .025

Analysis .179 .265 .038 .676 .500

Future orientation –.124 .245 –.030 –.506 .613

Defensiveness .102 .202 .028 .504 .615

Proactiveness 1.075 .259 .241 4.147 .000

Risk propensity .041 .224 .010 .182 .856

2 (Constant) 11.450 .582 19.660 .000

Aggressiveness –.109 .091 –.028 –1.201 .230

Analysis –.114 .110 –.024 –1.036 .301

Future orientation –.088 .101 –.022 –.864 .388

Defensiveness –.050 .084 –.014 –.595 .552

Proactiveness .057 .110 .013 .519 .604

Risk propensity –.073 .093 –.018 –.786 .433

CSR: Employee relations .455 .089 .171 5.106 .000

CSR: Environment 1.060 .094 .389 11.279 .000

CSR: Market policies .531 .058 .206 9.171 .000

CSR: Local impacts 1.025 .094 .380 10.871 .000

Dependent variable: Operational performance index.
Source: Own elaboration.

The comparison of the two regression equations leads to several pertinent findings. First, 
the addition of CSR variables to the second model substantially improves the predictive power 
with the second model accounting for 85% of variance in operational performance compared 
to 9.9% for the first equation. This effect could be ascribed to the explanatory capacity of CSR. 
Despite being much weaker, the first model is still significant with two aspects of SO (aggres-
siveness and proactiveness) positively correlating with operational performance. However, 
once CSR elements are included, not a single dimension of SO continues to be significant. That 
loss of significance can be interpreted as a confirmation of the mediating role of CSR, whose 
dimensions were all strongly associated with the performance metric. Thus, Hypotheses 1.2 
and 1.3 were supported by the empirical evidence.

Hypothesis 2 about the moderation effect of SO on the correlation between CSR and 
OP will be verified using a regression model with only one variable representing the whole 
involvement in CSR. Here, CSR is conceptualized as a second order formative construct, and 
– arithmetically – is the mean of scores for all four dimensions of CSR. This lower level of 
detail (one CSR variable versus four CSR dimensions) would permit to test the moderation 
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effect in a more concise way by adding only 6 interaction terms, instead of 24 that would be 
required if the four dimensions of CSR were used. As such, by using much fewer parameters, 
the former model is more parsimonious making it also more reliable and powerful.

To compare with the final model for the first hypothesis (Table 12), the next table contains 
the parameters of the multiple regression accounting for the dimensions of SO and overall 
CSR involvement, but without interactions.

Table 13:  Model regressing the operational performance index on dimensions of SO 
and overall CSR involvement (R‑squared for the model = 0.802)

Model components
Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.
B Std. Error

(Constant) 11.519 .659 17.479 .000

Aggressiveness –.117 .102 –1.145 .253

Analysis –.140 .125 –1.121 .263

Future orientation .016 .115 .137 .891

Defensiveness –.052 .092 –.569 .569

Proactiveness .018 .123 .150 .880

Risk propensity –.133 .105 –1.265 .207

CSR involvement 3.154 .089 35.605 .000

Dependent Variable: Operational performance index.
Source: Own elaboration.

The model making use of the overall CSR involvement variable leads to the same con-
clusions about the mediating role of CSR. This suggests that the model can also be a reliable 
basis on which to make tests for SO moderation.

The final regression analysis includes all the variables from the previous model, with the 
addition of 6 interaction terms.

Table 14:  Model regressing the operational performance index on dimensions of SO and 
overall CSR involvement with SO-CSR interaction (R‑squared for the model = 0.812)

Model components
Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.
B Std. Error

(Constant) 10.838 .706 15.344 .000

Aggressiveness –.127 .101 –1.250 .212

Analysis –.051 .129 –.396 .693

Future orientation .011 .114 .101 .920

Defensiveness –.053 .091 –.586 .558

Proactiveness .077 .122 .635 .526

Risk propensity –.110 .106 –1.037 .300

CSR involvement 2.223 .341 6.529 .000

Aggresiveness * CSR involvement .395 .143 2.751 .006
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Model components
Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.
B Std. Error

Analysis * CSR involvement .041 .195 .210 .834

Future_orientation * CSR involvement –.094 .152 –.620 .536

Defensiveness * CSR involvement .079 .141 .559 .577

Proactiveness * CSR involvement .050 .156 .320 .749

Risk_propenisity * CSR involvement –.179 .148 –1.212 .226

Dependent Variable: Operational performance index.
Source: Own elaboration.

The moderation effect was found significant for only one aspect of SO, aggressiveness. 
This implies that firms that take a more aggressive strategic stance also tend to have a stronger 
positive link between CSR and OP. Because the other elements of SO are not significant 
mediators, Hypothesis 2 finds only partial support in the data.

Conclusions, limitations and directions for further research

The proposition that involvement in CSR is not only a charitable whim of owners and 
managers but it can also lead to substantial benefits to the company has been long explored 
and substantiated by empirical evidence from many countries and industries. The same was 
found to be true in the current research: CSR involvement, both in the form of individual 
indicators as well as the general metric – showed strong positive associations with operational 
performance.

An interesting question that has been only rarely looked at in past research is the relation-
ship between CSR and other non-tangible attributes of the company, such as organizational 
culture, market orientation and strategic orientation. In the literature these attributes are seen 
as capabilities and are not assumed to be driving performance directly but rather through the 
mediation of strategy, which is devised and implemented on the foundation of these capabil-
ities [Barney 1991, Grant 1991]. Considering that CSR activities are reflections of a strategy, 
they could serve as a “go-between” in the causal path from capabilities to performance. The 
focus of this study – strategic orientation – was hypothesized to be linked to CSR as both an 
antecedent and moderator of the association from CSR to OP. Previous studies provide some 
confirmation of the mediation effect, but idiosyncratic research contexts in some of said 
studies (e.g. an exotic country or an atypical industry) could call into question the reliability 
and validity of such findings. In the present research, with the use of a large, random sample 
of the Polish food manufacturing industry, both mediation and moderation were corrobo-
rated. Following Baron and Kenny’s protocol for identifying mediation, CSR displayed strong 
mediation properties, turning insignificant regression coefficients for the dimensions of SO, 
after being plugged into the model. Interestingly, even though any direct influence of SO on 
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OP was removed by the addition of CSR, there was one effect that was not confounded – the 
moderation of the correlation between CSR and OP by aggressiveness. This outcome suggests 
that firms with a stronger aggressive streak in their strategic stance tend to implement CSR 
more effectively to gain more benefits from the CSR involvement of the same intensity. This 
effect is in addition to a direct positive bond between the three SO aspects of aggressiveness, 
proactiveness and defensiveness and the CSR dimensions, which implies that firms where 
these strategic traits are stronger also more frequently act in agreement with CSR principles. 
These findings correspond with the research by Qu [2009], who established CSR mediation 
between market orientation and financial performance. Considering that market orientation 
and strategic orientation are both forms of organizational culture and their dimensions tend 
to be correlated, the pattern discovered by Qu is like the one in the present study, which gives 
added support to the notion that CSR is placed in the middle of a causal chain between aspects 
of organizational culture and performance. The fact that the cited research sourced data from 
the hotel industry in China suggests that this CSR role is valid for both the manufacturing 
and services sector, and possibly not limited to only one country.

The strongest association of aggressiveness and proactiveness with CSR is in agreement 
with the work of Galibreath [2010], who found that firms described as prospectors showed 
stronger involvement in CSR than three other types of companies (analyzers, defenders and 
reactors). Prospectors have comparatively greatest levels of aggressiveness and proactiveness, 
which leads to the same conclusion as in the present study. Moreover, the corporate capac-
ity labeled as strategic proactiveness and measured using similar scale items to this study’s 
proactiveness was found to be a significant antecedent of CSR by Torgusa et al. [2011, 2012] 
in a model which also tested the mediating function of CSR with financial performance as 
the final endogenous (dependent) variable.

From a practical standpoint, the outcomes show that part of the positive effects of CSR 
may come from more general strategic stances and attitudes. Also, it seems that certain aspects 
of strategic orientation might be more effective when implemented in an organizational envi-
ronment with strong CSR values. This is particularly relevant for more dynamic strategies with 
high levels of aggressiveness and proactiveness – it seems that a heightened social sensitivity 
can make those modes of operation work better.

In light of these findings it can be concluded that SO goes hand in hand with CSR to cre-
ate the synergy that benefits both companies through enhanced performance and various 
stakeholder groups via ethical policies, programmes and actions. The need for developing 
CSR in harmony with other internal capacities of the company with a particular focus on 
synergy between CSR and organizational culture was also given as a recommendation in an 
earlier paper by Tang et al. [2012].

The study is not without its constraints. First, the cross-sectional survey method has lim-
ited capacity to detect causal relationships – the effects found here are truly only a statistical 
association and a casual interpretation can be given only based on a substantive theory. It 
is a particularly pertinent issue since, as shown by earlier research [Nelling & Webb, 2009], 
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the effect of CSR on performance can be stronger in a cross-sectional approach than in lon-
gitudinal analysis for the same set of firms. Also, collecting data about companies by asking 
questions of managers can make it difficult to separate facts from opinions and conjectures. 
To limit the possibility of bias in the data, the survey was carefully designed with well-es-
tablished multi-item scales, but this inherent constraint of the survey method cannot be 
entirely remedied. It should be noted that the study concerns only a single industry of food 
manufacturers in Poland, and the patterns relevant for this population may not be directly 
transferable to firms in other industries in different countries.

Overall, considering the above limitations, further research on this topic could benefit 
from using panel data in a longitudinal design with more reliance on factual data instead of 
manager opinions. Also, a cross-validation in a different industry and country setting could 
be instrumental in determining how universal the patterns detected in this study are.
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1. Introduction

The literature devoted to the subject matter in question discusses various ways an enterprise 
can choose to pursue its exit from the market. The most common solutions are bankruptcy, 
merger with or acquisition by a different entity, or voluntary liquidation [Amendola et al., 
2015, pp. 33–41]. There are many different factors determining the way a given firm exits the 
market [Harhoff et al., 1998, pp. 453–488; Schary, 1991, pp. 339–353].

A bankruptcy proceeding is initiated when a firm becomes insolvent. Considering the 
form of such proceedings and the direct and indirect court fees [Altman, 1984, pp. 1067– 1089; 
Couwenberg and de Jong, 2008, pp. 105–127], it is the least cost-effective and the least 
profitable way a firm may exit the market [Balcaen et al., 2012, pp. 949–975]. A merger or 
acquisition (M&A) means that the firm is liquidated by way of being sold to a different entity. 
Voluntary liquidation occurs when all assets of a firm are sold, all obligations towards cred-
itors are satisfied, and all remaining capital is distributed to the owners [Ghosh et al., 1991, 
pp. 773–789; Kim and Schatzberg, 1987, pp. 311–328; Sullivan et al., 1997, pp. 3–18]. Both 
liquidation through merger and acquisition (M&A) and voluntary liquidation are possible 
when the value of the liquidated assets minus the liquidation costs exceeds the value of the 
firm’s liabilities – in such a situation it is still possible to pay all obligations towards creditors 
[Kim and Schatzberg, 1987, pp. 311–328].

The reference literature focuses on several areas related to company liquidation. Among 
these areas, there are determinants of various ways to exit the market [Hunsaker, 1999, 
pp. 9–24; Balcaen et al., 2012, pp. 949–975; Amendola et al., 2015, pp. 33–41], typical quali-
ties of liquidated firms [Ghosh et al., 1991, pp. 773–789; Poletti-Hughesa and Ozkanb, 2014, 
pp. 36–50], the impact of the information about an intended liquidation of a firm on the 
price of the firm’s stocks [Kim and Schatzberg, 1987, pp. 311–328; Ervin and McConnell, 
1997, pp. 325–354] and influence of a crisis on the firm’s liquidation [Mierzejewska, 2014, 
pp. 35–48; Romanowska, 2014, pp. 13–23]. Moreover, the discussion also covers models applied 
to forecast the risk of bankruptcy [Altman, 1968, pp. 589–609; Altman, 1984, pp. 1067–1089; 
Scott, 1981, pp. 317–344; Jones, 1987, pp. 131–164]. According to the author’s knowledge, 
however, the literature does not offer a standardized and systematized approach to the issue 
of assessment of the financial reasonability of voluntary liquidation. In other words, there 
are no models or decision-making schemas making it possible to assess the rationality of the 
liquidation of a firm from a financial perspective. Meanwhile, this topic seems to be of great 
significance. Voluntary liquidation may be a good answer to deteriorating results of a firm; 
it may be a measure to enable a firm to transfer its liquidated capital and use it in a more 
profitable way; it may also help the owners of a liquidated firm gain some tax-related benefits 
[Sullivan et al., 1997, pp. 3–18]. The subject matter becomes even more noteworthy given the 
fact that company owners, often attached emotionally to the firm, may fail to see the financial 
reasonability behind voluntary liquidation if no appropriate tools are applied.
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This article, therefore, contributes to the existing literature in three ways. First, I present 
a coherent and easily applicable model, making it possible to take a conscious and rational 
decision in the scope of subjecting a firm to voluntary liquidation. The article offers a deci-
sion-making path that should precede the actual decision to liquidate the firm. It is important 
to notice that the implementation of the presented approach should help enterprise owners 
use the available capital effectively, which makes it useful from both economic and social 
perspectives. Second, the article points to a need for assessment of the reasonability of con-
ducting a business on the basis of a comparative analysis of the obtained and expected rates of 
return on the capital invested in a given firm. In the literature devoted to the subject, the issue 
of company liquidation is brought to the surface mainly in the context of financial problems 
and trouble with the payment of liabilities. Third, the article includes a review of the literature 
and research areas addressing the subject of company liquidation.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. In section 2, I present a review 
of the literature devoted to company liquidation, covering the models supporting pro-liqui-
dation decisions in more detail. In subsection 3, I present a model making it possible to assess 
the financial rationality of a decision to liquidate a firm. The last chapter features conclusions 
regarding the presented solutions.

2. Literature on company liquidation

2.1. Empirical studies on company liquidation

Studies concerning company liquidation focus on many aspects related to business entities 
leaving the market. One of these aspects concerns determinants of the ways to effect liquidation 
(bankruptcy, merger, or voluntary liquidation) of firms struggling financially. A broad range 
of studies in this scope has been conducted by S. Balcaen et al. [2012]. By applying logits, 
they analyzed 6,118 cases of liquidation of firms operating in Belgium. A total of 41% of firms 
included in the study were liquidated by exit through a court in the form of a forced exit from 
the market (concerning mostly bankruptcies), 44% of them subjected themselves voluntarily 
to liquidation, and 14% of them were liquidated by way of merger with or acquisition by 
another entity. The results of the study show that voluntary liquidation is more probable than 
bankruptcy in the case of firms that possess larger resources of cash, are less indebted, and 
do not have a debt secured by means of other assets. A similar study concerning the impact 
of various factors (i.e., microeconomic, typical qualities of firms) on the ways of leaving the 
market (bankruptcy, merger, voluntary liquidation) was conducted by A. Amendola [2015] 
on the basis of the data about firms operating in the Italian market. Among other researchers 
following the abovementioned research trend are, e.g., Pastena and Ruland [1986], Peel and 
Wilson [1989], and Kanatas and Qi [2004].
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Another liquidation-related aspect analyzed in the literature devoted to the subject 
in question is the time of liquidation of a given firm. S. Balcaen et al. [2011] analyzed the 
time passing from the moment of appearance of signals indicating a given firm is in a difficult 
situation to the moment this firm actually exits the market. The study was conducted among 
5,233 Belgian businesses. The results show that a relatively high level of resources (expressed 
mainly in a relatively large amount of cash at disposal) extends the time of exit through 
court. However, the large amount of such resources leads to a shortening of the duration of 
voluntary liquidation. According to the authors of the study, the relatively shorter time of 
voluntary liquidation may be explained by a greater motivation of the firm’s owners to protect 
the firm’s assets against further losses. Moreover, the literature devoted to the subject matter 
features studies concentrating on the period of time during which firms operate on the basis 
of Chapter 11 of the United States Bankruptcy Code – Reorganization procedures [Bando-
padhyaya, 1994, pp. 346–350; Li, 1999, pp. 305–312; Orbe et al., 2001, pp. 35–42; Denis and 
Rodgers, 2007, pp. 101–118].

The findings of many studies on liquidation indicate that announcements of company 
liquidation are accompanied by an increase in the stock price. Kim and Schatzberg [1987] 
conducted a study on 73 entities liquidated in the period 1963–82. According to the findings 
of their study, an announcement of a pro-liquidation decision generates (within three days 
of the announcement) an abnormal rate of return on a stock of a liquidated firm on the level 
of 14%, and another 3% after the owners of the firm confirm its liquidation. Similar findings 
were arrived at by Hite et al. [1987], who examined 49 partial liquidations announced in the 
period 1962–84, and by Skanz and Marchesini [1987], who conducted an analysis of 37 entities 
liquidated in 1970–82.

Sullivan et al. [1997] conducted an analysis of motivators pushing company owners 
to liquidate their business. Among the discovered reasons for liquidation, there were financial 
problems, a conflict of interest between company owners and managers (agency conflict), and 
a desire to gain tax benefits. Like in the case of other studies of such type, it was found that 
announcements of company liquidation were followed by abnormal rates of return (9.19% 
within two days of the announcement, and 16.56% after 31 days of the announcement). 
According to the expectations of the authors of the study, the owners of those liquidated firms 
that were in the poorest financial situation gained the highest rates of return. As part of the 
study, the impact of the conflict of interest on the said rates of return was also analyzed. The 
authors believed that according to the theory of agency conflict, managers could conduct the 
process of company liquidation not fully in line with the best interest of its owners (e.g., such 
an issue may occur when a manager liquidating a firm maintains the relationship with the 
party acquiring the liquidated assets) or could liquidate a firm even if it is actually against the 
interest of the owners of that firm (i.e., such a solution is not most profitable from their per-
spective). In such cases, it was expected that the rates of return induced by announcements of 
liquidation would be relatively lower. However, the results of the conducted study did not prove 
the relationship to be valid. Moreover, it was not proven that company liquidation could be 
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motivated by the aforesaid conflict of interest. At the same time, the obtained results make 
it possible to positively validate the hypothesis according to which managers negotiate more 
advantageous conditions of liquidation if they also own the liquidated assets. Additionally, 
the study did not confirm that company liquidation could be a way to transfer assets and 
to gain any related tax benefits – but the authors stress it might be because of legal changes; 
the provisions in force before 1987 could have, in certain conditions, encouraged company 
liquidation (the study was conducted after the applicable law was changed).

The subject-related literature covers studies concerning typical qualities of firms whose 
owners decided to opt for voluntary liquidation. Ghosh et al. [1991] analyzed the operational 
and financial qualities of firms that underwent the process of voluntary liquidation. The sample 
included 49 firms that announced voluntary liquidation in the period between 1962 and 1984. 
The study involved comparing liquidated and non-liquidated firms operating in the same business 
sectors. The findings showed that in the case of the liquidated firms, there were drops in sales, 
attempts of takeover in past periods, and an increased presence of the owners on these firms’ 
boards (compared to the non-liquidated firms). However, no differences in the values of P/E 
indicators and in the level of debt were found in the two groups of entities subject to the analysis. 
An analysis of the qualities of 61 stock-listed firms that underwent voluntary liquidation in the 
period between 1970 and 1980 was also conducted by G. Ervin and J. McConnell [1997]. Their 
findings revealed that the liquidated firms – compared to the non-liquidated ones – featured 
a lower Tobin’s Q, a higher share of equity owned by the persons managing a given entity, and 
more frequent attempts of taking over the control of a given firm in periods preceding liquidation.

2.2.  A theoretical presentation of company liquidation  
in the reference literature

The reference literature covers the models applied to predict financial problems of busi-
nesses to a large extent [Altman, 1968, pp. 589–609; Altman, 1984, pp. 1067–1089; Scott, 1981, 
pp. 317–344; Jones, 1987, pp. 131–164; Delaney, 1991; Jones and Hensher, 2007, pp. 89–107]. 
However, there are no studies presenting models that allow one to assess the financial rea-
sonability of continuation of business and indicate the circumstances where a given firm 
should undergo voluntary liquidation. One such model was offered by M. Schary [1991], 
who studied the determinants of company liquidation. For the needs of the study, she devel-
oped a formula describing a situation where company owners opt for voluntary liquidation. 
According to her concept, the owners decide to liquidate their firm if the value of continuation 
of operating the business assumes a value lower than zero. This value is described as follows:

Y = (Pt –Mt) – (St – Ft)

where:
Y – excess of continuation value over the liquidation value from the owner’s perspective (value 
of continuation of business operation);
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Pt – company value assuming its business operation is continued;
Mt – debt value assuming the firm continues its business operation (usually debt market value);
St – liquidation value of the firm;
Ft – debt value assuming the firm is liquidated (usually debt liquidation value).

The abovementioned approach is similar to some extent to that presented in this study 
– both concepts are based on determining the current company value. However, M. Schary 
[1991] seems to ignore the issue of dependence between company value (for the variant of 
continuation of business) and the rate of return expected by the owners adopted in the analysis. 
Meanwhile, it is of crucial importance to the act of making a decision for company liquidation1. 
Furthermore, the said solution does not concern the issue of actions that the company owners 
may possibly take before they decide to liquidate the firm, nor does it consider the problem 
of the availability of various alternatives of utilization of the capital gained from liquidation. 
M. Schary does not present a decision-making path that should precede the actual decision 
to liquidate a given business entity. It seems that it is possible to offer a concept that does 
consider the issues omitted in Schary’s model.

Another approach making it possible to assess the financial reasonability behind contin-
uation of a given business was developed by Chen et al. in 1995. Based on earlier studies by, 
e.g., Altman [1993], Berkovitch and Kim [1990], Jensen and Meckling [1976], John [1993], 
and Myers [1977], they developed a new model composed of a system of equations where the 
obtained results made it possible to assess the financial rationality of investing in value-creating 
opportunities. The model considers the perspective of both owners and creditors. It makes it 
possible to assess the financial rationality of an investment in opportunities making it possible 
for a firm to survive on the market (from the perspective of all capital providers) and helps one 
evaluate the circumstances in which credit providers are not interested in further financing 
of a given firm – and when the best option is to liquidate such a firm. The concept is based 
on NPV technique, as part of which two scenarios are analyzed: one assuming a pessimistic 
variant and another assuming a positive turn of events. Each of the variants is assigned a 50% 
likelihood of occurrence. It is important to stress the fact that the presented model can be 
applied only in the case of entities that are in a difficult financial situation. Such a situation 
has been defined as one where the liquidation value of a firm’s assets is lower than the nominal 
value of the firm’s liabilities towards its creditors. Moreover, the proposed solution focuses on 
the assessment of new investments whose pursuit may let the firm survive in the market. The 
model proposed in this paper offers a solution covering a full range of business operations 
(not only new projects). In addition to that, Chen et al. [1995] do not present a decision-mak-
ing scheme related to the process of voluntary liquidation.

The theoretical aspects concerning the issue of financial reasonability of enterprise liq-
uidation are also pointed out by Zarzecki [1999]. He stresses that operating a business with 

1 According to income-based methods of valuation, company value is determined, among other factors, by 
the value of the expected rates of return.
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the present value cash flow lower than the enterprise liquidation value will lead to a destruc-
tion of the existing value – one attainable by means of liquidating assets. In such a situation, 
not making a decision for enterprise liquidation equals an approval of value destruction and 
is an act that is highly irrational and much against the interests of owners [Zarzecki, 1999, 
pp. 47–48]. A similar point of view as for the reasonability of business liquidation procedure 
is shared by Higgins [1995]. None of the works in question offer a method of calculation of 
liquidation value, and this value may depend on the adopted value standard (meaning the 
nature of the transaction and the parties involved). Besides, in reality, a company liquidation 
following the presented conditions will not always be the most profitable solution from the 
owner’s point of view (e.g. the owner may lower their expectations regarding the flows gener-
ated by the company, which will lead to an increase in the present value of the flows generated 
by the company above the liquidation value).

The moment when liquidation of an enterprise becomes reasonable may also be considered 
from the perspective of bankruptcy codes. Many of such codes come with positive net-worth 
agreements, included in an overt or covert manner. This gives creditors the right to force 
a liquidation or reorganization procedure when the value of assets falls becomes lower than 
a given level determined earlier [Galai et al., 2007, pp. 3604–3620]. There are works devoted 
to capital structure and securities valuation, which suggest that liquidation takes place only 
when the value of assets of a given enterprise has reached the distress threshold and stayed 
below this threshold for an extended period of time [Fan and Sundaresan, 2000, pp. 1057–1099; 
Francois and Morellec, 2004, pp. 387–411].

The issue of determining a firm’s liquidation value, which has a direct effect on the deci-
sion on continuing or abandoning the business, is not discussed very widely in the reference 
literature [Poborský, 2015, pp. 386–393]. Business valuation methodology focuses mostly on 
the income approach, and especially on the discounted cash-flow method (DCF), which has 
been given a lot of attention, analysis, and coverage in theoretical works so far [Poborský, 2015, 
pp. 386–393]. Poborský [2015] notices that the literature devoted to business valuation fails 
to take the most essential problematic areas regarding liquidation valuation into account, i.e. 
how the valuer should plan the debt repayment schedule, which laws must be considered, how 
the transaction costs should be assessed, or how the discount factor should be determined. 
Liquidation value itself is usually determined as the difference between the market value of 
property minus the value of debt [Damodaran, 2006, pp. 497–540]. References highlight also 
the necessity to take the transaction costs into account in the process of valuation of the liqui-
dation value [Damodaran, 2006, pp. 497–540; Mandl and Rabel, 1997]. Their amount depends 
on the specificity of the valued assets, and the more unique they are, the bigger they become 
[Damodaran, 2006, pp. 497–540]. When determining the liquidation value, it is also important 
to consider the relevant laws and regulations, with a particular emphasis on the tax law, as they 
all affect the process of valuation of liquidation value [Poborský, 2015, pp. 386–393]. Detailed 
guidelines regarding the scope of liquidation value determination have been offered by Wollny 
[2010]. The main aspect he stresses is that if the liquidation value is greater than the result of 
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a valuation based on the income approach (i.e. based on the going-concern principle) and if 
liquidation is an option considered, it is necessary to use liquidation value. He also adds that 
liquidation value should be used to value an enterprise when the future operation of such an 
enterprise depends on people who manage the enterprise and who plan to leave it. The most 
important principles of liquidation valuation defined by Wollny [2010] include: a necessity 
to exclude some assets from calculation (e.g. reserves), a need to consider the costs of sale of 
assets, inclusion of taxes related to the process of property liquidation in the valuation, valu-
ation of the present value of assets, application of a model different than CAPM to calculate 
the discount rate (because of the fact that the risk concerning a business in liquidation differs 
from the ongoing business). In the context of determination of liquidation value, Burgstahler 
and Dichev [1997] speak of the necessity to establish company adaptation value, which should 
take alternate ways of utilization of assets into consideration. Therefore, the actual liquidation 
value includes the price at which assets can be sold at a given time. But it should also take into 
account the possibility of such relocation of assets that would make it possible to generate 
cash flows at a level which company owners find at least satisfactory.

When discussing the issues related to liquidation value determination, it is necessary 
to mention the adaptation of the concept of value to the circumstances accompanying the 
process, determined by the purposes of valuation and the scope of use of its outcomes. This 
has given birth to two main trends of valuation considered in such a way. These trends are: 
the German functional school and the Anglo-Saxon school. The Anglo-Saxon school of 
valuation is related directly to the creation of diverse standards for values and enterprises 
in Anglo-Saxon countries. The idea refers to a definition of a value type highlighted from the 
point of view of the party whose perspective forms the basis for valuation of a given value, and 
therefore determines the factors and the circumstances of valuation that have to be all taken 
into account [Zarzecki and Grudziński, 2010, pp. 429–437]. We can usually speak of four key 
value standards: fair market value, fair value, investment value, and intrinsic value [Pratt, 1989, 
pp. 4–12]. The functional school of valuation points to the need for carrying out a valuation 
in the context of specific purposes (e.g. sale and purchase transactions, company restructuring 
processes) and functions, meaning needs and expectations of the valuation’s addressees each 
time [Matschke et al., 2010, pp. 1–39; Matschke and Brősel, 2011, pp. 5–53]. The functional 
approach to company valuation, bearing in mind that valuation may serve different purposes 
and address the needs of a broad range of stakeholders, makes it possible to arrive at results 
that fulfil the expectations of all of the directly interested parties. Such an approach has given 
rise to the functionally oriented concept of company value, which has enriched the theory 
and practice with such notions as: decision value, argumentation value, and arbitrary value 
[Matschke et al., 2010, pp. 1–39; Jaki, 2012, pp. 553–560]. Taking the above discussion on the 
reasonability of company liquidation, it is necessary to take into account the perspectives of 
the parties that are included in the scope of such an analysis.

To summarize, the literature devoted to the subject matter in question focuses on 
determinants of company liquidation. The issue of models making it possible to ascertain 
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whether voluntary liquidation of a firm is financially reasonable and when such solution 
is financially reasonable has been covered to a relatively limited extent. Moreover, it seems 
that the presented models may be improved from a practical point of view. Taking the above 
into account, the author of the study has presented his own concept of the assessment of 
the rationality of voluntary liquidation of firms.

3. When is voluntary liquidation profitable – a model

According to the concept of value-based management, the basic aim of a firm’s operation 
in the market is to maximize its value for its owners (shareholders) [Rappaport, 1986, pp. 3–11; 
Stewart, 1991 pp. 1–68; Copeland et al., 1990, pp. 3–49]. As argued by A. Rappaport [1986], 
concentrating on long-term cash flows is the essence of the model of the policy of increasing 
shareholder value. The value of such cash flows should let the owners of a given firm gain 
the expected rate of return from the capital they have employed. A further part of the study 
features a presentation of the possible decisions to be made by a firm’s owner when the cash 
flows gained from the pursued business are too low to cover the expected rate of return on 
the invested capital. Moreover, I will also describe the circumstances in which the contin-
uation of business is financially unprofitable.

Analysis of the issue of achievement of the owner-expected rate of return on the capital 
employed requires application of common income-based methods of valuation. According 
to these methods, enterprise value reflects a given enterprise’s ability to generate free cash 
flows to the owners [Mielcarz and Wnuczak, 2011, pp. 44–57]. The model of discounted cash 
flows, used in enterprise valuation, is based on several equivalent methods [Wnuczak and 
Mielcarz, 2009, pp. 275–287]. Considering the practice of enterprise valuation and the theory 
of finance, two of the said methods seem to be of particular significance [Fernández, 2007, 
pp. 853–876; Nel, 2009, pp. 117–135]: the FCFF (Free Cash Flow to Firm) and the FECF 
(Free Cash Flow to Equity). Among other methods, there are also Economic Value Added 
(EVA) [Stewart, 1990 pp. 118–178; Shil, 2009 pp. 169–177; Wnuczak, 2011, pp. 505–516] and 
Adjusted Present Value (APV) [Myers, 1974, pp. 1–25].

To check whether the cash flows gained by owners meet their expectations in terms of the 
rate of return on the capital employed (BV), it is first necessary to valuate a given enterprise. 
According to the model of discounted cash flow, the formula making it possible to establish 
the value of an enterprise from the perspective of its owners (equity) is as follows [Plenborg, 
2002, pp. 303–318]2:

 E = FCFEt

(1+ re )
t

t=1

∞

∑  (formula 1)

2 The decision was to apply the FCFE method (free cash flow to equity) because the approach will make it 
possible to directly compare the cash flow to the expected rate of return at later stages of the analysis.
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where:
E – equity value determined on the basis of an income-based method;
FCFE – free cash flow to equity;
re – owner-expected rate of return;
t – number of cash flows.

FCFE is calculated as follows [Liu and Switzer, 2010, pp. 333–346; Jackowicz et al., 2017, 
pp. 914–927]:

 FCFE = PAT + A – WCI – I + DN – DR + RVFCFE (formula 2)

where:
PAT – the profit after tax;
A – the amortization;
WCI – the non-cash working capital investment (expenditures to increase the net working 
capital);
I – capital investment;
DN – the new debt (inflows from contracted loans and borrowings);
DR – debt repayment (expenditures to repay the principal instalments on incurred loans and 
borrowings);
RVFCFE – the residual value in the last year of analysis.

According to formula (1), to valuate an entity using an income-based approach, it is neces-
sary to estimate its future forecast cash flow and then discount the obtained values according 
to a given current day.

Equity value (E) may also be determined by a formula for the present value of perpetuity. 
The formula will look as follows:

 E = FCFEs

re
 (formula 3)

where:
FCFES – value of annual average standard cash flow.

If we transform the formula for perpetuity (formula 3), we obtain another formula, making 
it possible to determine the value of the annual average standard cash flow to equity (FCFES):

 FCFEs = E ⋅re  (formula 4)

If we, therefore. know the equity value (E) (which can be determined using formula 1), 
we are able to estimate the value of the annual average standard cash flow to equity (FCFES). 
Thus, it is possible to determine the annual average rate of return that can be obtained by 
owners as a result of employment of their capital (BV). The value of this rate may be deter-
mined following a traditional approach applied in calculating the rates of return on investment 
(e.g., ROI – Return on Investment). In the case of such an approach, rates of return represent 
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the relationship between the value of the annual financial gains and the value of the invested 
capital. This way, the formula making it possible to estimate the attainable rate of return on 
the pursued business would look as follows:

 rr =
FCFEs

BV
 (formula 5)

where:
rr – actual rate of return, attainable by enterprise owners;
BV – book value of equity (book value of the capital employed by enterprise owners).

If the value of the obtained annual average cash flow meets the expectations of the enterprise 
owners, then the expected rate of return (re) equals the actual rate of return (rr). Moreover, 
it is important to note that familiarity with the abovementioned formula makes it possible 
to establish the relationship between the equity value (E) and the book value of equity (BV), 
which ensures that the owner-expected rate of return is attained. If we take the formula for 
the actual rate of return (formula 5) and substitute FCFES with one element from formula 3, 
we obtain the following formula:

 rr =
E ⋅re
BV

 (formula 6)

According to this formula, it appears that in the case of an equity value (E) equal to the 
book value of equity (BV), the expected rate of return (re) equals the actual – obtained – rate 
of return (rr)3. If the equity value (E) exceeds the book value of equity (BV), the rate of return 
attainable by the owners (rr) will be higher than the expected rate of return (re).

On the basis of the abovementioned considerations, it is possible to formulate a general 
principle concerning creation of value for enterprise owners in the following way:
1) If the value of an equity valued by means of income-based methods (E) is higher than 

the book value of the owners’ capital (BV), equity providers attain a rate of return that is 
higher than the expected rate of return (re). This relationship may be presented using the 
following formula:

E > BV <=> rr > re

2) If the value of an equity valued by means of income-based methods (E) is equal to the 
book value of the owners’ capital (BV), equity providers attain a rate of return that is 
equal to the expected rate of return (re). This relationship may be presented using the 
following formula:

E = BV <=> rr = re

3 Assuming that rr =
E ⋅re
BV

 and E = BV, then rr = re
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3) If the value of an equity valued by means of income-based methods (E) is lower than 
the book value of the owners’ capital (BV), equity providers do not attain an expected 
rate of return on the employed capital (re). This relationship may be presented using the 
following formula:

E < BV <=> rr < re

The abovementioned regularities stem from the principles of mathematical finance and 
can be illustrated using the following example.

Example 1

A company has been valued by means of an income-based method (the values for particu-
lar variants have been given in table 1). The value of equity contributed by the owners (BV) is 
1,000 MU. The rate of return expected by the equity providers (re) is 10%.

Table 1.  Assumptions for calculations of the annual average cash flow and the actual rate 
of return attained by owners

Variant I Variant II Variant III

Book value of equity (BV) 1,000 1,000 1,000

Equity value determined by means of an income-based method (E) 1,500 1,000 500

Owner-expected rate of return (re) 10% 10% 10%

Annual average value of free cash flow to equity (FCFES) – (formula 4) 150 100 50

Actual rate of return attained by owners (rr) – (formula 5) 15% 10% 5%

Source: Own work.

The value of the annual average standard free cash flow to equity (FCFES) has been deter-
mined for each of the variants. To this end, the aforesaid formula 4 was applied. The following 
results were obtained for particular variants: 150 MU (the product of an equity value estab-
lished by means of income-based methods (E) and the expected rate of return – re (10%)), 
100 MU, 50 MU. Moreover, the actual rate of return on capital contributed by the owners (rr) 
was determined for each of the variants by dividing the annual average value of the cash flow 
(FCFES) by the book value of equity (BV) – by way of application of the aforementioned for-
mula 5 (the following results were obtained: 15%, 10%, and 5%, respectively). The obtained 
results let us formulate the following conclusions:
1) For variant I –  the equity value estimated by means of an income-based method 

(E = 1,500 MU) is higher than the value of the employed equity (BV = 1,000 MU). More-
over, the actual attained rate of return on the capital employed by enterprise owners (15%) 
is higher than the expected rate of return applied to discount the free cash flow (10%).

2) For variant II – the equity value estimated by means of an income-based method (E = 1,000 
MU) is equal to the value of the employed equity (BV = 1,000 MU). Moreover, the actual 
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attained rate of return on the capital employed by enterprise owners (10%) is equal to the 
expected rate of return applied to discount the free cash flow (10%).

3) For variant III – the equity value estimated by means of an income-based method (E = 500 
MU) is lower than the value of the employed equity (BV = 1,000 MU). Moreover, the actual 
attained rate of return on the capital employed by enterprise owners (5%) is lower than 
the expected rate of return applied to discount the free cash flow (10%).
The example shown above proves the aforesaid relationship between an equity value 

obtained by means of an income-based method (E) and the book value of equity (BV) to be 
valid. According to the earlier argument, if the result of a valuation performed by means 
of income-based methods (E) is lower than the book value of the owners’ capital (BV), the 
equity providers do not attain an expected rate of return on the employed capital. Thus, 
the question is: should an enterprise that does not meet the financial expectations of its 
owners (E < BV) continue its business activity? The answer to this question is not simple 
and requires further analyses to be performed.

First, it is necessary to consider a possibility of introducing restructuring measures that 
would make the rate of return required by the owners attainable (i.e., rr ≥ re and E ≥ BV). 
Restructuring may focus on increasing the value of the enterprise’s income or on decreasing 
the value of the employment of equity. It is possible to increase the value of income by, e.g., 
increasing revenues, cost optimization, changes in the scope of working capital management, 
and optimization of investment expenditures. Decreasing the value of equity employment, 
in turn, is related to a broadly understood restructuring of financing of the activity of a given 
enterprise. If the abovementioned measures do not make it possible for the income value of 
the equity (E) to exceed the value of the employed equity (BV), it is necessary to conduct 
additional analyses to verify the financial rationality of the continuation of the enterprise’s 
business activity.

At such stage of analysis, it is reasonable to consider the option of liquidation. However, 
it will be first necessary to estimate the liquidation value of equity (LBV). Thus far, we have 
been using the term of book value of employed equity (BV) – the capital that has been actu-
ally contributed by the enterprise owners and gained from the enterprise’s profits. Now, we 
need to focus on the actual value equity providers would obtain if they decided to opt for 
liquidation. The liquidation value of equity (LBV) is the liquidation value of a firm’s assets 
reduced by the value of liabilities and by costs of the firm’s liquidation – if any such costs 
should apply in a given case. In other words, equity liquidation value (LBV) represents the 
value that the enterprise owners could obtain in the event of liquidation of their enterprise. 
Usually this value is not equal to the book value of equity (BV), which reflects the value of 
the capital employed by the enterprise owners. For the needs of analysis of reasonability of 
company liquidation, it is necessary to treat employed capital according to the principle of 
“spilt milk”, which is applied in the assessment of profitability of investment projects [Pike and 
Neale 2003, pp. 114–117; Mielcarz, 2013, pp. 55–59]. According to this principle, any sunk 
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costs4 should not be considered when assessing the profitability of investment projects. The 
book value of equity (BV) should be treated in a similar way when assessing the rationality of 
company liquidation. The value of the capital employed by the firm’s owners is not important; 
what matters is its real market value in the circumstances of liquidation of the firm.

As part of further analysis of the rationality of voluntary liquidation, it is necessary to make 
a comparison of the equity value determined on the basis of an income-based method (E) 
and the liquidation value of equity (LBV). If the equity value (E) exceeds the liquidation 
value of equity (LBV), it should be acknowledged that – according to mathematical financial 
principles – company owners attain the expected rate of return on the liquidation (real) value 
of equity (rr’5). Therefore, company liquidation in such conditions is not justified in financial 
terms. A problem appears if the abovementioned relationship does not apply – then equity 
providers do not attain the expected rate of return even if this rate is calculated on the basis 
of liquidation value of equity. In such a case, it will be reasonable to continue a given firm’s 
business activity only if the firm’s owners accept a lower rate of return on equity than what 
they expected. If it turns out, however, that the business does not produce a rate of return (rr’) 
equal to the risk-free rate of return (rf) (e.g., a rate attainable through investments in risk-free 
securities), then a further pursuit of business activity is not rational in financial terms and 
not profitable. In such a case, the equity providers will gain larger profits if they decide to liq-
uidate the enterprise and invest the obtained capital in risk-free assets. The abovementioned 
relations concerning firm liquidation may be expressed in the following way:
1) If the value of equity determined on the basis of an income-based method (E) is higher 

than the liquidation value of equity (LBV), then the rate of return on the liquidation value 
of equity attained by equity providers (rr’) is larger than the expected rate of return on the 
capital employed (re). This relationship may be presented using the following formula:

E > LBV <=> rr’ > re

where:
 rr’ – actual rate of return, attainable by the owners assuming that it is calculated on the 
basis of the liquidation value of equity.
 In this case, enterprise liquidation is not justified in financial terms because enterprise 
owners attain a rate of return that is higher than the expected rate of return on the 
liquidation value of equity.

2) If the value of equity determined on the basis of an income-based method (E) is equal 
to the liquidation value of equity (LBV), then the rate of return on the liquidation value 
of equity attained by equity providers (rr’) is equal to the expected rate of return on the 
capital employed (re). This relationship may be presented using the following formula:

4 Expenses incurred before the moment of initiation of the analysis of investment profitability, which do 
not present any market value or may not be sold on the day when the analysis is performed.

5 In this case, the rate of return should be determined applying the following formula: rr ′ =
FCFEs

LBV
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E = LBV <=> rr’ = re

 In this case, enterprise liquidation is not justified in financial terms as well because 
enterprise owners attain the expected rate of return on the liquidation value of equity.

3) If the value of equity determined on the basis of an income-based method (E) is lower 
than the liquidation value of equity (LBV), then the rate of return on the liquidation value 
of equity attained by equity providers (rr’) is lower than the expected rate of return on the 
capital employed (re). This relationship may be presented using the following formula:

E < LBV <=> rr’ < re

 In this case, assessment of the rationality of enterprise liquidation should be subject 
to further analysis. It is particularly important to determine the risk-free rate (rf). It 
will determine further decisions concerning enterprise liquidation in the following way:
3.1. If the rate of return on the liquidation value of equity (rr’) is larger than the risk-

free rate (rf), i.e., rr’ > rf, the decision for enterprise liquidation is not obvious and 
will depend on several factors. First, because enterprise owners do not attain the 
expected rate of return, they need to determine alone what minimum rate of return 
in certain business conditions is acceptable to them. Surely, the closer the attained 
rate of return (rr’) is to the risk-free rate (rf), the more enterprise owners will be 
willing to decide to liquidate their enterprise. Moreover, if enterprise owners see an 
opportunity to utilize the liquidation value of equity in a more effective (profitable) 
way, their inclination toward liquidation of their enterprise and utilizing the capital 
in possession in an alternative way will grow.

 It is important to stress that if enterprise owners decided to liquidate their enterprise 
in the situation subject to discussion (rr’ > rf) and use the obtained capital to invest 
it in risk-free assets, they would attain a lower annual average standard cash flow 
than the cash flow they could gain from investing the capital in the enterprise.

3.2. If the rate of return on liquidation value of equity (rr’) is equal to the risk-free rate 
(rf), i.e., rr’ = rf, regardless of whether enterprise owners decide to continue their 
business activity or to liquidate the enterprise and invest the resources obtained 
this way in risk-free securities, according to mathematical finance principles, they 
will attain the same annual average standard cash flow. Considering that conducting 
business activities involves a higher risk than investing in risk-free securities, from 
a financial perspective it seems rational to decide to liquidate the enterprise.

3.3. If the rate of return on liquidation value of equity (rr’) is lower than the risk-free 
rate (rf), i.e., rr’ < rf, then if enterprise owners decided to liquidate their enterprise 
and use the obtained capital to invest it in risk-free assets, they would attain a higher 
annual average standard cash flow than the cash flow they could gain from investing 
the capital in the enterprise. In this situation, looking at the issue from a financial 
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perspective, the continuation of business activity is unprofitable – the enterprise 
should be liquidated.

To summarize, if we consider the financial aspects, it appears that an enterprise should 
be put into liquidation if the following circumstances occur:

 rr’ ≤ rf (formula 7)

which can also be expressed in the following way:

 rf ≥
FCFEs

LBV
 (formula 8)

The regularities presented in items 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 have been illustrated with the following 
example.

Example 2

A company has been valued by means of an income-based method (the values for particular 
variants have been given in table 1). The value of equity contributed by the enterprise owners 
(BV) is 1,000 MU, and their liquidation value amounts to 500 MU. The rate of return expected 
by the equity providers (re) is 10%. At the same time, we know that the risk-free rate is 2%.

Table 2.  Assumptions for calculations of the annual average cash flow and the actual rate of 
return attained by owners

Variant I Variant II Variant III

Book value of equity (BV) 1,000 1,000 1,000

Liquidation value of equity (LBV) 500 500 500

Equity value determined by means of an income-based method (E) 400 100 50

Owner-expected rate of return (re) 10% 10% 10%

Annual average value of free cash flow to equity (FCFES) – (formula 4) 40 10 5

Actual rate of return attained by enterprise owners, calculated on the 
basis of liquidation value of equity (rr') – (FCFES / LBV) 8% 2% 1%

Source: Own work.

Table 3. Analysis of the profitability of investment in free-risk assets

Variant I Variant II Variant III

Risk-free rate (rf) 2% 2% 2%

Liquidation value of equity (LBV) 500 500 500

Investment cash flow (CF) – (rf * LBV) 10 10 10

Source: Own work.
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In each of the analyzed cases, the liquidation value of equity (LBV) is higher than the 
equity value determined on the basis of an income-based method (E), which means that 
the enterprise owners do not attain the expected rate of return in any of these cases. The 
point of the example is to present circumstances where conducting business activities gives 
less profit than investing in risk-free assets.

As in the case of the aforementioned example 1, the value of annual average free cash flow 
to equity (FCFES) has been determined for each variant. To this end, formula 4 was applied. 
The following results were obtained for particular variants: 40 MU, 10 MU, and 5 MU, respec-
tively. Moreover, the rate of return on liquidation value of equity (rr’) was determined for each 
of the variants by dividing the annual average value of cash flow (FCFES) by the liquidation 
value of equity (LBV), with the following results obtained for the said variants: 8%, 2%, and 
1%, respectively. The last step was to calculate the value of cash flow (CF) attainable from the 
capital resulting from firm liquidation, which would be invested in risk-free assets. The same 
results were obtained for each variant: 10 MU (product of the value of the invested capital 
(LBV), i.e., 500 MU and of the risk-free rate (rf) 2%).

The obtained results let us formulate the following conclusions:
1) For variant I – the rate of return attained by the owners (rr’) is higher than the risk-free 

rate (rf) – therefore, the annual value of standard free cash flow to equity (FCFES) gained 
from the conducted business activities – 40 MU – is higher than the cash flow attainable 
by investing the liquidation value of equity (LBV) in risk-free assets – 10 MU.

2) For variant II – the rate of return attained by the owners (rr’) is equal to the risk-free rate 
(rf) – therefore, the annual value of standard free cash flow to equity (FCFES) gained 
from the conducted business activities – 10 MU – is equal to the cash flow attainable by 
investing the liquidation value of equity (LBV) in risk-free assets – 10 MU.

3) For variant III – the rate of return attained by the owners (rr’) is lower than the risk-free 
rate (rf) – therefore, the annual value of standard free cash flow to equity (FCFES) gained 
from the conducted business activities – 5 MU – is lower than the cash flow attainable by 
investing the liquidation value of equity (LBV) in risk-free assets – 10 MU.
The example proves the validity of the aforesaid argument stating that if the rate of return 

on the conducted business activity is lower than or equal to the rate of return attainable by 
investing the liquidation value of equity in risk-free assets (rr’ ≤ rf), then it is financially unprof-
itable to continue the said business activity. At the same time, if such a situation appears, it 
means that the annual average standard cash flow gained from risk-free assets obtained from 
the liquidation capital (CF) is higher than or equal to the annual average standard cash flow 
gained from the conducted business activity (FCFES).

The discussion on financial rationality of enterprise liquidation has been summarized 
and presented in schema 1.
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Schema 1. Assessment of rationality of voluntary liquidation of an enterprise

Determination of E (formula 1)

Determination of FCFES (formula 4)

E0 ≥ BV E0 < BV

Profitable
business Restructuring

E1 < BVE1 ≥ BV

Profitable
business Change of BV to LBV

E < LBVE1 ≥ LBV 

Profitable
business

Analysis of
alternative
investment

options

ra' ≤ rfra' > rf

Liquidation

Legend:
E0 – equity value before restructuring;
E1 – equity value after restructuring.
Source: Own work.

4.  Constraints and conditions of application  
of the presented model

When applying the discussed model of reasonability of company liquidation, it is necessary 
to remember about determining the value standard which will define the parties for whom the 
abovementioned analysis is carried out. Selection of the value standard will determine, among 
others, the expected rates of return, and will thus affect the conducted analysis. Moreover, the 
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value standard may have an impact on the cash flows estimated as part of the model, whose 
value will be crucial to the decision on voluntary company liquidation.

Also, it should be stressed that the presented approach takes into consideration only the 
financial aspects of such a decision. The presented analysis does not take into account the 
extra-financial benefits and expectations related to operating a business. Meanwhile, the source 
literature points to a range of benefits of extra-financial nature, of being an entrepreneur. 
According to most of these studies, entrepreneurs speak of a greater level of job satisfaction 
in comparison to standard employees [e.g., Blanchflower and Oswald, 1998, pp. 26–60; 
Bianchi, 2012, pp. 273–286]. The self-employed tend to be more optimistic and satisfied, which 
translates into a higher level of their happiness [Blanchflower and Oswald, 1998, pp. 26–60]. 
Entrepreneurial satisfaction comes also from the sense of professional independence, which 
includes autonomy and flexibility in shaping and creating jobs. Another factor is also job 
self-efficacy [Phama et al., 2018]. Furthermore, the level of work-related stress appears to be 
lower among the self-employed [Hessels et al., 2017, pp. 178–196], which explains lower levels 
of depression and greater levels of overall satisfaction [Bradley and Roberts, 2004, pp. 37–58].

Another problem in the light of the presented approach is the application of an appropriately 
matched discount rate. As argued in the source literature, the main problem with liquidation 
valuation is related exactly to the discount factor. Both practitioners and theorists share the 
opinion that CAPM is not the right method for liquidation valuation. Unfortunately, no good 
alternative has been offered yet [Poborský, 2015, pp. 386–393]. Besides, the owner-expected 
rate of return (re)  employed in the discussed approach should be determined on the basis 
of one of the already known models – e.g.: CAPM [Lintner, 1965, pp. 13–37; Sharpe, 1964, 
pp. 425–442]. The CAPM model has met with considerable criticism, with Fama and French 
[1992] being behind the majority of it. A significant amount of literature from over several 
decades has concentrated on the estimation aspect of CAPM, on systematic risk or beta, to be 
more precise. One of the first aspects of criticism addresses the instability of its estimates over 
time. Researchers such as Blume [1971, 1975] and Ferson and Harvey [1991] have argued 
that the estimated betas are statistically significant time variation. Given that, these last three 
works speak in favour of substituting the static CAPM with some forms of time-varying beta. 
However, as proven by Ghysels [1998], if the dynamics of the beta is defined incorrectly, there 
is a risk of occurrence of pricing errors that may be potentially greater than when a constant 
beta is adopted. Another problem with the CAPM model is about determining the beta 
coefficient in the event the market price of the analysed capital is not available [Michalak, 
2012, pp. 583–593]. In such circumstances, a possible solution is to determine the said beta 
coefficient on the basis of the data of similar firms which are publicly listed. Still, in many 
cases it is extremely difficult to find companies that operate within the same industry and are 
very similar to each other even in terms of size [Ingram and Margetis, 2010, pp. 160–167]. 
Another problem related to beta calculation is the direct transposition of past data into the 
future. It is important to bear in mind that the cost of capital refers to the future. It is the rate 
of return which the investors expect to achieve [Michalak, 2014, pp. 27–37].
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To summarize, when applying the approach discussed above, it is important to remember 
about the conditions in which the analysis is carried out. They are of crucial importance 
to the performed analysis. What is more, it is good to bear in mind that the results of the 
analysis involve certain simplifications and limitations, and so the final decision on firm 
liquidation may not be made only on the basis of the findings presented in the model 
in question.

Summary

The contemporary literature devoted to the subject matter of company liquidation focuses 
mainly on determinants of company liquidation and on the qualities of liquidated firms. It 
is also common to present models designed to forecast bankruptcy. Meanwhile, not much 
has been written about models developed to assess the rationality of voluntary liquidation 
of an enterprise in specific circumstances. Considering that the issue is of great significance 
to enterprise owners, whose goal is to optimize the utilization of the invested capital, the author 
of the study has decided to introduce a concept making it possible to assess the reasonability 
of decisions for voluntary liquidation of enterprises.

The presented idea acts as an organized and systematized approach to the assessment of 
financial rationality of the voluntary liquidation of firms. By way of applying fundamental 
principles of mathematical finance and the concept of VBM, the author of the paper has offered 
a decision-making path that should precede decisions of liquidation of business entities. 
One of the advantages of the presented solution is its easy applicability in economic practice. 
Application of the described procedures makes it possible to assess the financial rationality 
of conducting a given business activity. Because the existing literature devoted to the subject 
does not cover the issue in much detail, the proposed concept constitutes an important sup-
plement – and one of significance from a practical point of view.

A model developed by Y. Chen et al. [1995] may be a certain alternative to the said solu-
tion. If we compare both concepts, we arrive at the following differences:
1. The concept of Y. Chen et al. [1995] focuses on the assessment of new investments whose 

pursuit may let a given enterprise survive on the market. It is based on the NPV method. 
The model discussed in this study lets one assess the financial rationality of conducting 
business activity on the basis of income gained by the company owners with respect to the 
capital they employ (it is based on a comparative analysis of the attained and expected 
rates of return on the capital invested in the firm). The applied methodology is based on 
the concept of VBM (Value Based Management) – and this is why the concept presented 
in this study seems to be more versatile (i.e., it does not focus on a single investment, but 
instead on the entire investment portfolio that may grant capital providers certain profits.

2. Y. Chen et al. [1995] developed a tool that may be applied in the circumstances when a firm 
is in a difficult financial situation. The model presented in this study, in turn, makes it 
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possible to look for solutions already when the first symptoms of financial trouble appear 
– meaning when the pursued business activity does not grant the enterprise owners the 
expected rate of return.

3. The model proposed by Y. Chen et al. [1995] is based on two scenarios, namely pessimis-
tic and optimistic, with a 50% probability of occurrence of either of them. The concept 
discussed by the author of this paper is not based on any probability calculus, as there is 
one most likely scenario considered at each stage of analysis.
Considering the differences between the two concepts covered above, it appears that the 

two approaches are not exactly interchangeable alternatives.
At the same time, it is necessary to stress that the solutions presented in this study are 

not fully flawless, either. Above all, the presented concept is based on income valuation of an 
enterprise, which is known to result from adopted assumptions, among others. Wrong assump-
tions may thus distort the results of analysis. Moreover, assumptions may be modified because 
of the occurrence of many various events (e.g., economic changes), which may lead to changes 
in the results of calculations performed using the presented model. It is therefore important 
to bear in mind that even if the model shows that it is reasonable to liquidate a given firm, 
any changes in the circumstances (and, in effect, in the made assumptions) may change the 
results of analysis to a great extent. In other words, it is important to note that a continuation 
of business activity even in a difficult situation leaves some future options (e.g., in the event 
of economic changes) – unlike liquidation, which will make it impossible to take advantage 
of such options if the conditions in which a given business is operated change. Still, it seems 
that the presented solution may become a useful tool in assessing the financial rationality of 
the voluntary liquidation of enterprises.

Further developments related to the solution presented herein should, therefore, focus 
on an empirical analysis of the effectiveness of the discussed approach. Empirical analyses of 
the expected rates of return, of transaction costs, and of cash flows of firms being in a difficult 
financial situation should provide insights that would make it possible to perform a reliable 
calculation of liquidation value and, therefore, offer information required to make a decision 
on a voluntary enterprise liquidation.
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Introduction

Spending public resources and tools applied in the process should serve to enhance the 
efficiency of public services offered to citizens. Practitioners and theoreticians have identified 
some basic principles of rational spending of public resources, which should be substantiated 
with proper institutional solutions. These ten principles provide a comprehensive overview 
of best practices applied throughout the budget preparation process and they help to work 
out practical guidelines with regard to the development, implementation, and improvement 
of budgetary systems that can positively impact citizens’ lives.

The paper focuses on one of the tools ensuring compliance with good governance crite-
ria in the field of spending public resources, which is increasingly often used to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of public expenditure. It also attempts to draw key conclusions 
from spending reviews carried out across the world that might help improve the efficiency 
of the process in other countries and comply with the principles set out in the introduction.

The goal of the paper is to specify the rules that, if observed, can turn spending reviews 
into efficient management tools rather than just one more bureaucratic burden paid from 
public funds.

Our considerations and conclusions are based on literature studies, in particular on 
analyses, studies and recommendations issued by the OECD, IMF, EC, and the WB, all of 
which conduct annual reviews and assess procedural and institutional solutions to boost the 
efficiency of spending public resources on services offered to citizens.

Spending reviews: definitions

In seeking to implement modern methods of managing public resources in a country one 
needs to ensure that social and economic policy objectives are formulated in connection with 
financial projections of their delivery. This kind of integration should be seen as broken down 
into two closely interconnected and coherent stages of mid-term programming and task-based 
planning that have solid operational foundations and a subordinated task-based planning 
stage – overlapping with the annual budget cycle – consistent with directions, content, and 
the size of financing decided at strategic levels.

Apparently, what is called a spending review (or a comprehensive spending review) and 
has recently been the subject of systematic and intense methodological investigation and 
dissemination efforts, mainly of the OECD Secretariat1, is an optimal tool at the first of these 
levels that meets all the above-mentioned criteria.

1 For more see: Typology and implementation…, [2011,2016]; Working Party…, [2011, 2016].
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In its reports of 2011 and 2016 dealing with practices applied by its member countries 
in this area, the OECD defines spending reviews as a specific type of interim ex ante evaluation 
which uses the results of ex post evaluation (inter alia, efficiency information resulting from 
indicators used in task-based budgeting). Reviews are used for two reasons depending on their 
functionality profile: from the so-called strategic spending prioritization (strategic spending 
reviews intended to find fiscal space for high priority programmes) to functional spending 
reviews carried out to identify expenditure cuts opportunities within the budget process 
in the government sub-sector to ultimately reduce the budget deficit (in this case evaluation 
analyses go in-depth into the planning of tasks included in the economic programme) and 
indicate how these cuts are to be performed to improve the efficiency of the budget. There 
are also spending reviews that are both strategic and functional, such as the Comprehensive 
Spending Review in the United Kingdom.2

Spending reviews: characteristics

In accordance with the OECD methodology, spending reviews have the following char-
acteristics that differentiate them from other types of ex ante evaluation exercises conducted 
in the public sector:3

• Spending reviews not only look at the efficiency or effectiveness of a given public inter-
vention under current funding levels (i.e. resources earmarked for the delivery) but also 
investigate into potential consequences for outputs and outcomes of alternative funding 
levels (ex ante evaluation instruments are especially helpful, in particular the so-called 
evaluation questions); this functionality is particularly useful if we want to improve 
the so-called allocation efficiency, which aims at ”improving social satisfaction through 
adequately shifting the outlays and changing the structure of supplies of individual public 
goods” [Marczewski, 2012, p. 135]. Because they belong to ex ante evaluation category, 
other research (analysis) criteria include significance (the degree to which objectives and 
tasks are pertinent to problems and needs they serve to address or satisfy) and coherence 
(the degree to which the internal logic of the task is maintained and the task is coherent 
(not conflicting) with other interventions of a similar nature) [Evaluating EU Activities…, 
2004, p. 39].

• Findings concern multiannual financial programming. Spending reviews are carried out 
periodically and they focus on a given period (e.g., once every four years and they may 
be updated; there may be two different types of documents in the system which are used 
for different purposes).

2 For more see: Spending Review Framework [2010], HM. Treasury, http://www.official-documents.gov.uk/
document/cm78/7872/.pdf (accessed: 20.01.2017); Spending Review [2010], HM Treasury, https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/spending-review-2010 (accessed 20.04.2017).

3 Typology and Implementation…, [2011]; Public Governance…, [2011].
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• Responsibility for the spending review procedure rests with both the Ministry of Finance 
and the Chancellery of the Council of Ministers or with the Prime Minister’s Office (which 
is a sign of a more stringent fiscal discipline, the so-called top down budgeting)4 receiving 
substantive support from the “bottom”, i.e., from ministries (agencies) which prepare initial 
spending reviews serving as input material to the overall review.

• Results of spending reviews should consistently feed into annual budget planning (because 
they contribute to substantial savings, e.g., in Ireland EUR 7.8 bn, in the Netherlands 
EUR 36 bn) [Robinson M., Spending Reviews…, 2013; Public Governance…, 2013].

• Special committees (bodies) acting in advisory capacity are crucial for the evaluation.
Spending reviews are seen not only as ways to ensure efficiency and effectiveness but also 

as foundations for decision-making and accountability. We need to bear in mind that there is 
nothing like a unified model of a spending review since the motivation behind its application 
and implementation process may differ a lot. There is no regularity either, when it comes 
to different types of spending reviews conducted in different countries and how they have 
evolved. A particular type of spending review, e.g., a functional review, may co-exist (or not) 
with an advanced type of a strategic review, with the first one usually providing an experi-
mental/testing ground for a more advanced, strategic functionality of this management tool.

Thus, spending reviews need to be approached individually, considering the specificity 
of the country in question, which is crucial for optimal implementation of review objectives. 
We need to start with the model of strategic management of public finance which – like 
in mid-term planning – assumes broad involvement of the social factor in the discussion on 
preparing the spending review. Sometimes reviews are conducted during consultations by 
NGOs and, following the example of many countries which use the instrument, all interested 
citizens may directly submit motions. Examples of a broad public debate can be found in the 
United Kingdom or in the United States, where in relation with spending reviews citizens 
submit thousands of civil initiatives and ideas designed to improve public sector financing. 
This additional feature of spending reviews provides legitimisation to the economic policy 
of the government.

Importantly, spending reviews do not boil down to seeking ways of mechanical expenditure 
cutting [Marczewski, 2012, p. 80] but strive to ensure that the tools already existing within 
a particular financial system evolve, especially in the case of strategic and functional reviews. 
Such reviews, in which reference is made to objectives and measures linked with functions 
performed by the government or areas of its activity, are drafted based on thorough and broad 
analyses and strategic studies using ex ante methods and tools (based on information and 
recommendations resulting from ex-post evaluation of task-based budget including, inter 
alia, the logic of task-based budgeting and ex-ante SWOT analysis) and they emerge from 

4 In the Polish Program konwergencji [Convergence Programme] (updated in April 2016, p. 40) we can find 
the following declaration: “In order to ensure efficient performance of the stabilising expenditure rule we will continue 
to strengthen the national fiscal framework by fostering the role of the top-down approach in budget planning, improv-
ing ongoing monitoring of financial situation and reporting.”
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a broad debate engaging the public – typically of the evaluation culture – into diagnosing the 
government spending policy.5

While discussing spending reviews in a much broader context, we also analyse postulates 
and opinions about the government’s spending policy with regard to effects of individual budget 
tasks presented by different circles external to the public administration. If carried out correctly, 
spending reviews provide a broad platform for social engagement into the budgetary process 
since the government undertakes special initiatives, appropriately prepared at the marketing 
level to encourage broad participation. They may encourage a bigger direct participation 
of entrepreneurs and citizens in information channels of those who spend public resources 
to better inform them about the needs, conclusions and efficiency initiatives formulated by 
representatives of those circles by which they could better contribute to the decision-making 
process concerning the adoption of systemic solutions.

Against this background we need to observe that government departments in countries 
which apply spending reviews as a rule prepare parallel initial (“partial”) spending reviews 
based on social consultations, which are treated as additional sources of information that feed 
into the overall spending review drafted predominantly by the Ministry of Finance and Prime 
Minister’s Office (or the office that offers substantive services to the Council of Ministers).

Final solutions adopted in the spending review make general references to the efficiency 
scale (as to the level of impact and outcomes), which could be read as the result of “juxtaposing 
the amount of necessary outlays” (estimated cost of the accomplishment of goals through tasks 
or programmes) with the “possibility of their funding” [Marczewski, 2012, p. 124].

At the same time, at this stage of advancement of the mechanism of spending reviews 
we witness the building up of social capital in support of such reforms. Responsibility for 
measurable delivery levels and motivating systems – as to the impact and interim outcomes 
– consists in, not always formalised, political accountability vis-à-vis the electorate and direct 
accountability vis-à-vis the Parliament (vote of confidence), Chief of Staff and, as a college, 
vis-à-vis the government. Sometimes responsibility is set out in formal documents, agree-
ments entered into by the Prime Minister or the Minister of Finance and heads of government 
departments responsible for overall outcomes of their respective policies (until recently such 
a system of Public Service Agreements was binding in the UK). Leaving aside arguments for 
adopting such a solution in our country, we need to stress that agreements between the Prime 
Minister and ministers may positively foster the responsibility and accountability for complying 
with the public service obligation and, at the same time, they may incentivise decision makers 
to accomplish their tasks. At the operational level this role is played by executive documents 
which set and require certain levels of efficiency to be achieved by the management staff of 
public institutions (in the UK these documents are called the government’s business plans and 
they support, in terms of information, the drafting and ensure their actual implementation; 

5 For more see: Postuła [2015, 2017].
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they are also adopted for the period that overlaps with the period of a given review) [Spending 
Review…, 2010, p. 9].

If periodical spending reviews become part of the management system of public resources, 
detailed solutions bear consequences to mid-term planning and annual budgetary planning. 
At this subordinated stage (when strategic solutions proposed in spending reviews get “oper-
ationalised”) we need a more precise simulation of the total structure of task-based budget, 
i.e., its logic of interference, checking the correctness of overarching strategic objectives of 
the government (including their effects and impact), while comparing them to goals at lower 
aggregation levels with respect to the probability of accomplishing the outputs and products 
(in the context of resources and tools necessary to deliver the assumed objectives).

Spending review: past or future

Since the times of the global financial crisis (GFC) the OECD countries have increasingly 
more often been availing themselves of spending reviews. Worsening performance of public 
finance in many countries triggered by the GFC enhanced interest in advanced and innovative 
methods of fiscal consolidation and stabilisation. Spending reviews are amongst the most 
comprehensive and advanced methods of accomplishing these goals. In the post-2008 age, 
they have been carried out by countries that used the tool in earlier periods (the Netherlands, 
Denmark, Finland, the UK or Australia) as well as by those who started using them for the 
first time (Ireland, Canada, and France) [Robinson, 2013, pp. 10−11]. By looking at the list 
of countries who apply spending reviews we can see that the tool is used in well advanced 
economies whose public management systems are sufficiently mature.

From the onset of the economic and financial crisis, spending reviews have been play-
ing a crucial role in seeking to restore the spending policy at more sustainable foundations. 
Yet, in most instances, the long-term objective of spending reviews is to shift from reducing 
fiscal disequilibrium (budget deficit) to ensuring that the outcomes of spending reviews will 
be systematically considered in budget-related government decisions. Spending is reviewed 
to expand budgetary space available to the government to accommodate new, priority policies. 
By systematically investigating into base spending through available information and data 
we may counteract the growing tendency to focus exclusively on increasing the expenditure. 
Spending reviews should be utilised to anchor the principles of efficiency and effectiveness 
in a wider budgetary process. That may be facilitated by improving the availability of respective 
evaluations and obtained results and by ensuring that these assessments become the core of 
the budgetary process. Experiences of the countries that have been using spending reviews for 
some time have already demonstrated that they help focus government activities to improve 
spending hierarchy and find fiscal space for new priority spending. Taking account of difficult 
budgetary reality, to many OECD countries the tool may become an invaluable instrument, 
especially when it becomes a lasting feature of the budget preparation process.
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In accordance with the results of the questionnaire-based studies published by the OECD 
in 2017, we may note an increasing number of countries using spending reviews in public 
management (see Figure 1). Spending reviews were used much more often following the GFC, 
which confirms the view that they are used, first and foremost, in fiscal consolidation and 
provide response to poor shape of public finances.

Figure 1. Number and scope of spending reviews

Source: OECD.

OECD countries have been using spending reviews either as an ad hoc tool, as an exer-
cise firmly fixed within the budget process, or as an instrument used to assess the way public 
resources are spent. In 2016 already 23 OECD countries (as reported in the questionnaires 
submitted to the OECD Secretariat) were deploying spending reviews to allocate and evaluate 
the spending of public resources. The number of countries that claimed to have spending reviews 
in place significantly increased compared to 2011 when there were only 16 such countries. 
Further five countries are contemplating using the reviews in the future (Austria, Estonia, Israel, 
Norway, and Turkey) in public resource management. Over 70% of the countries that declare 
the use of spending reviews see them as part of the budget preparation process rather than as 
an ad hoc response under the heading of fiscal consolidation. If spending review procedure 
were to be institutionalised, it must be designed appropriately. One needs to reconsider ways 
in which such reviews should be built into the budget preparation process instead of being 
an ad-hoc instrument of greater fiscal consolidation. Moreover, since spending reviews are 
resource-consuming, it is crucial to approach the issue in the most rational and economical 
way so that costs do not exceed benefits. Taking account of the above presented differently 
in different countries, we adopted institutional and organisational approach to spending 
reviews (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2.  Managing spending review process (% of all countries that declare the use 
of spending reviews)
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Source: Own compilation based on OECD data.

Despite their growing popularity, assessments from spending reviews are not always clearly 
reflected in decision-making. Ten OECD countries stated that 90% or more of their budgetary 
goals included in previous reviews had been accomplished (Canada, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Latvia, Luxembourg, Sweden, Switzerland, Mexico, and the United Kingdom). On the other 
extreme there are nine OECD countries (Australia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Japan, Poland, Portugal, and the United States) which do not have any idea whether spending 
reviews have influenced resource allocation or any other components of the decision-making 
process. Unfortunately, as many as 13 OECD countries do not have any follow-up mechanisms 
when it comes to the accomplishment of the goals stipulated in previous spending reviews. 
Better monitoring of the implementation of results of reviews and its efficiency is the area 
where we can expect potential improvements.

Interest in using spending reviews differs across the EU Member States (as shown by the 
results of OECD studies) since there are no binding regulations at the international level. The 
EU legislation includes general recommendations to pursue rational fiscal policy, starting 
from the Treaty provisions developed by the Stability and Growth Pact and detailed in the 
Directive of 2011 on requirements for budgetary frameworks of the Member States6. The 
Directive addresses goals and methods of maintaining stability of public finance. However, 
there is no single model of conduct that would lead to the desired level of public spending 
and efficient fiscal consolidation on the expenditure side.

6 See: Council Directive 2011/85/EU of 8 November 2011 on requirements for budgetary frameworks of the 
Member States.
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ECOFIN Council of 5 March 20137 having as a goal the improvement of public finance 
through inter-governmental dialogue and exchange of experience called upon the Economic 
Policy Committee and the European Commission to review budgetary procedures and prac-
tices boosting the efficiency of spending and lasting stability of the public sector. The Council 
recommended the following methods: spending reviews, task-based budget, and top-down 
budgeting.

The EC remarked that usually draft budget focuses mainly on discussing newly proposed 
spending items without reviewing sums already spent. It means there is no control over initial 
outlays and continuing spending budgetary resources on inefficient or low-priority programmes. 
Some countries (e.g., the United Kingdom, the Netherlands) systematically and rigorously 
examine past spending items and newly proposed ones put forward during the budget prepa-
ration process. We also need to stress that often such a “rigorous” review not only consolidates 
the up-till-now condition and restricts investigation into possible funding of new initiatives 
and strategic undertakings which call for reallocation but also constructively creates new, the 
so-called, fiscal space. It happens by replacing inefficient government programmes with new, 
perspective and innovative initiatives (programmes), which in the light of previous ex ante 
evaluation experience offer the best public value for money but at the same time support the 
implementation of ambitious, innovative, modern, growth-oriented strategic initiatives of the 
government [Marcel, 2014]. A Shick [2016] states directly that the intensification of resource 
reallocation and shifting funds between tasks or programmes implemented by spending units 
act as a sort of “radar” for budgeting, which signals the inefficiency of public spending. Such 
reallocations take place outside of the systemic and methodical supervision framework or 
spending reviews carried out as a centralised and top-down initiative.

Decision makers involved in the budget process must solve a number of problems to be 
able to correctly allocate funds and take advantage of the above-mentioned efficiency and 
effectiveness. These problems often originate in different sources, including political factors 
and rigid spending framework in the annual budget. The absence of data is the major problem 
since usually decision makers have limited access to information about the efficiency and 
effectiveness of public spending included in the budget. Moreover, they are often unaware that 
some ministerial programmes (implemented year in year out) do not produce expected results, 
nevertheless, continue to be delivered. Hence, there is little knowledge and no ideas about 
where these resources could be shifted or how much they should be reduced to minimise the 
unfavourable impact upon the scale and quality of offered services. Sometimes, many areas 
of management suffer from very limited access to information about tasks that are delivered 
efficiently. The problem can be resolved by task-based budgeting and should be presented 
together with information about the effects.

7 See.: Council of the EU, Press Release, 3227th Council meeting, Economic and Financial Affairs [2013], ECOFIN 
Council, Brussels, 5 March, p. 11.
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Similar remarks can be made about the significance of the review of budgeting efficiency. 
Efficiency indicators – such as a unit cost or labour productivity measures – are necessary 
but insufficient means to assess the efficiency of programmes and government processes. 
They can be seen as questions about the efficiency and effectiveness. In principle responses 
to them can be provided only by a thorough analysis involving efficiency assessment of the 
programme in question. Reliable data about the efficiency and effectiveness of spent resources 
are fundamental to good budgeting. Evaluation and outcomes are intended to put in order 
and systemise what we know about the results. Evaluation – as a specific kind of performance 
information – is crucial for the efficiency of the entire government budget.

Experiences of other countries making substantial efforts to deliver on both fronts reveal 
the real link between evaluation and task-based budgeting. In principle evaluation is necessary 
in a task-based budget. Almost 50 years have passed since task-based budgeting was put in place 
in the public administration together with the evaluation of how public resources are spent. 
Budget preparation process and evaluation are closely linked with task-based budgeting. One 
could say that task-based budget has been tied with evaluation since the moment it emerged.

Advantages and disadvantages of spending reviews

No doubt a spending review is amongst the main instruments used to evaluate public 
policies. Only the term “public policy evaluation” defined as an analysis of the impact of pub-
lic interventions upon the condition of the economy and the population is a wider category 
than spending reviews. In turn, the notion “spending review” means an in-depth analysis of 
public spending in a given country at the level that we identified as a baseline, i.e., consistent 
with the legal framework and pursued policy. The main objective of such an analytical process 
is to improve the efficiency and generate savings by, inter alia, reducing spending on tasks 
not meeting legitimate needs (low priority), obsolete or inefficient. Analysis of the effects of 
alternative investment levels and directions, i.e., spending structure alternative vis-a-vis the 
baseline situation, is the principal element of the review. Spending reviews help make adjust-
ments and reallocate resources earmarked for public tasks. Expected effects also include rational 
(from the viewpoint of ultimate social and economic consequences) reduction of spending 
to achieve the desired fiscal consolidation or the implementation of new fiscal priorities by 
increasing expenditure or reducing taxes.

The notion of spending review covers financial and in-kind aspects of state intervention 
complemented with desired changes in the spending pattern. This understanding brings us 
closer to the review and evaluation of the conducted public policy.

Another factor decisive for an individual approach in spending reviews is the scope of the 
review. The selected scope may be comprehensive or limited to one or more groups of spending. 
According to the OECD [Robinson, 2013, p. 15], it is practically impossible to review all public 
spending, which is why comprehensive reviews are understood as reviews of broader, often 
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horizontal and open nature. An in-depth examination of a particular field of public intervention 
within a budget cycle may go beyond the capability of the available resources (administrative, 
analytical, financial). The scope of the review is decided ex ante. Spending areas selected for 
the review can be identified in terms of what the money is used for, that is, programmes or 
processes paid from public resources or who spends the money (a ministry, agency or other 
actors in the public sector). Identification of the type (comprehensive, selected) of a review 
and its areas (programmes, processes, entities) results from a discretionary decision of fiscal 
authorities of a given country and largely depends on its institutional system and procedures.

The selection of groups of expenditure subject to the review and its timetable depends on 
internal circumstances in a given country. In most instances, the selection also depends on the 
agenda of the ruling political party, selected priorities in public intervention that potentially 
translate into increases or reduction of public outlays in a given area. The scope of the review 
may also result from the coalition agreement of a few parties that are in power.

Spending reviews also investigate into tax expenditure, i.e., the burden put on the public 
sector as a result of preferential tax treatment. Despite different levels and structure of expend-
iture, fiscal systems of individual countries also differ with respect to tax allowances or other 
preferences, such as reduced tax rates on goods and services. Tax allowances and preferences 
may seriously impact the behaviour of businesses and public opinion. Their direct financial 
consequences are positive to taxpayers but they reduce public revenue. In many cases they 
provide an alternative that potentially is politically less painful than adding on a new public 
expenditure. However, differently from expenditure, the analysis of financial effects of tax 
preferences to public sector revenue is a challenging task. The estimating of the total costs of 
such an alternative to expenditure is difficult and less accurate than the amount of planned 
expenditure. Trying to find out what is the size and efficiency of tax allowances and preferences 
makes a substantial part of reviews. The development of expenditure as well as competitive 
tax scenarios is an effective way of achieving the objectives of spending reviews.

In accordance with methodological suggestion of the European Commission’s experts, 
spending reviews take place at two levels: strategic and tactical [Thematic Review…, 2014, 
p. 11]. At the strategic level spending reviews examine the goals and relevance of funding 
particular lines of public interventions, the scope and intensity of engagement of public 
authorities, administration or a public entity involved in the delivery of a particular task. At 
the tactical level they analyse amounts spent on a particular objective, their efficiency and 
optimal relationship between expenditure and effect. Broader spending reviews (including 
comprehensive ones) deal with the strategic level but they may well be expanded to cover the 
tactical level. There are also spending reviews conducted at the tactical level only. The scope 
of reviews depends on preferences, possibilities and needs of public authorities in a given 
country. At the strategic as well as tactical level spending reviews do not primarily focus on 
general spending regulations or planning and implementation procedures but on directions 
of public interventions, amounts spent on them and their effects. How detailed and concrete 
spending reviews are in individual countries needs to be analysed on a case by case basis.
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Another selected criterion is the goal of the review, which can be a particular amount of 
savings, better efficiency and effectiveness with which tasks or other qualitative objectives of 
the policy are implemented, e.g., increased satisfaction of the recipients of public services. 
Even though a spending review should not be equated with automatic cuts of expenditure, 
its final goal may act as quantitative limitation of funding from public coffers. In terms 
of substance, a review necessitates a much broader procedure than expenditure cuts. We 
need to bear in mind that even a simple operation of reducing planned expenditure in any 
country is pursued taking account of local priorities and tasks excluded from the operation. 
That makes a spending review a more daunting and “place-based” process. The supremacy 
of a review over expenditure cuts comes from the possibility of treating public expenditure, 
which impacts economic growth, in a more flexible and preferential way. Both growth factors 
and growth-promoting effects of different types of public expenditure differ across national 
economies. This explains why a correctly carried out, in-depth and individualised review is 
better than mechanical expenditure cuts.

The accomplishment of the desired goals set out in the spending review closely links with 
how correctly and coherently these goals have been set. Qualitative goals and goals connected 
with efficiency may contradict quantitative goals of expenditure reduction. Contradiction 
can be reduced if goals are formulated, selected and possibly prioritised in a balanced and 
sensible way. Overly complicated procedures may involve bigger risk and ultimately higher 
total cost of public intervention.

For reasons pertaining to the scope and depth of analysis, spending reviews may not be 
applied in extraordinary circumstances and when an urgent fiscal consolidation or expenditure 
reduction is needed. If fiscal goals are to be achieved at an extraordinary rate, the utility and 
applicability of a spending review is limited.

Spending reviews are still relatively little popular despite being a rather efficient instru-
ment of public governance. Experiences of some OECD countries and Member States of the 
European Union have helped to work out a coherent procedure. Reviews depend on national 
and local social and economic circumstances linked predominantly with the size of public 
spending and its structure. Differences come from different consolidation needs and fiscal 
stability in individual countries. Despite a similar overall methodology, detailed quantitative 
and qualitative goals as well as the scope and depth of spending reviews should be formulated 
differently.

Functional taxonomy and the structure of individual elements and groups of methods within 
the framework of the overall review and evaluation process, starting from ex ante evaluation 
which, in accordance with the intervention logic of the described governance tools, is the 
first, starting and necessary component of the analytical process taking the form of the most 
fundamental financial and economic analysis designed to provide data for more complex ex 
post analyses as well as for strategic studies. At this assessment level we can distinguish the Cost 
and Benefit Analysis (CBA), which is a method best suited for any type of executive task also 
appropriate for the so-called “economic evaluation” and Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA).
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The biggest advantage of the CBA in this case is multi-aspect ex-ante comparison of costs 
and benefits, including indirect benefits and long-term effects, which reflects the needs of all 
actors who are potentially covered by a given public intervention (programme); due to the 
evaluation profile of analyses discussed here everyone strives to make them as multi-dimen-
sional as possible as this facilitates the accomplishment of set research goals and ensures the 
usefulness of their results for the management practice in the public sector. On the other 
hand, the CEA (often supported with, e.g., data envelopment analysis − DEA, i.e., multi-cri-
teria efficiency analysis) helps find ideal models of efficiency by analysing possible solutions 
against many, differentiated and purposefully selected factors (e.g., environmental variables). 
The first from the above-mentioned links in the evaluation chain is the starting point of the 
overall evaluation system and a database for more complex and broader ex-post evaluations, 
representing the second assessment category in the system.

Ex-post analyses and evaluations are used for accountability and summing up purposes, but 
at the same time they make direct references to the implementation (governance), help draw 
conclusions and make practical recommendations for effective continuation and planning of 
different public policies, which, in turn, are ultimately supposed to provide information input 
to spending reviews. Results of ex-post assessments and analyses are based on information 
received from in-depth, horizontal sectoral analyses of selected public policies as well as on the 
impact assessment carried out of concrete public interventions or other ex-post evaluations of 
the efficiency and effectiveness of public administration (e.g., in the area of informatisation).

The system is complemented with the most important and the most advanced compo-
nent in the managing of efficiency-related information and the use thereof, i.e., the research 
and evaluation segment. Within this segment we can find reviews of functional budgetary 
spending, the so-called limited reviews, whose main objective is to generate savings as well 
as less advanced methods serving the same purpose, such as the so-called lists of cost saving 
options, and which do not engage the analytical potential and tools from the public policy 
evaluation toolkit as much as saving reviews. At this highest level there are the most important, 
comprehensive, the so-called strategic spending reviews.

The system of analyses and efficiency evaluation is complemented with a highly spe-
cialised task-based monitoring instrument used for planning and managing the healthcare 
system. The latter has been singled out of the overall evaluation scheme because to assess and 
compare efficiency within this particular sector of public services one needs to deploy largely 
autonomous, strictly profiled and specialised methodology. Customised systems dedicated 
to the assessment of healthcare funding are also applied in other countries, e.g., in the UK 
and in Australia. This last and the most important component in the system reflects the latest 
trends in the evolution of assessment of public finance management. As demonstrated by 
selected OECD expert approaches, it is an ex ante evaluation category, meaning the cycle of 
analyses and evaluations is functionally complete so that partial data created within on-going 
analyses of partial assessments become an input into ex post evaluation, which provides rec-
ommendations and conclusions used to operationalise ex ante evaluations, such as spending 
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reviews. All of these elements feature in the Dutch model (full cycle), including the final and 
the most evolutionary advanced analytical mechanism of functional and strategic spending 
reviews coupled with previous evaluation stages. This is indicative of highly advanced cutting 
edge public finance management methods applied in the Netherlands also from the multi 
annual perspective, making the country one of the global leaders in this area.

Undoubtedly, the ability of decision-makers to effectively seek savings and trace ineffi-
ciencies at a focused (functional) scale at the level of segments of policies, individual tasks or 
programmes is the precondition for success and the starting point to initiate more complex 
and future-oriented initiatives, i.e., to carry out strategic spending reviews investigating into 
spending on all public policies. The system of task-based budget introduced in Poland makes 
a significant contribution into developing such abilities together with the strong growth of 
fundamental pro-efficiency awareness and the evaluation culture; without task-based budget 
we would have no grass-root potential for spending reviews and the skills in the field of gen-
erating and using efficiency-related information/data as well as monitoring and evaluating 
the effects of tasks within the area of public finance would remain in its infancy.

Summary

Summing up the analyses discussed in this paper we may identify some pertinent prin-
ciples connected with the integration of spending reviews into public management systems:
• By linking spending reviews with planning, we strengthen the impact of reviews upon 

the budget and we may expect better assessment of individual government programmes.
• Spending reviews “focus” the attention of units entrusted with particular tasks who are 

encouraged to reflect on these tasks and improve the performance.
• Periodic spending reviews help link them with the political cycle in a given country and 

their outcomes may provide grounds for priority change.
• At the same time, if we decide to use spending reviews, we must bear in mind that:
• Spending reviews carried out too late with respect to the implementation of the task 

in question are not relevant for the social and economic policy.
• Spending reviews may become an administrative burden as they engage resources and 

their outcomes are not taken into consideration in decision making.
• Spending reviews often have limited impact upon decisions that are taken since there 

are no regulations that would force out drawing conclusions from them and there are 
no political/administrative incentives to do so.
In conclusion, spending reviews are effective tools used in the public sector and they 

produce expected results when they are based on methodologically correct principles.
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Introduction

Contemporary circumstances in the business environment call for seeking factors which 
will help business organisations to become highly efficient. Previously applied solutions were 
largely based on the mastering of business processes and the conduct of enterprises. In the face 
of continuous changes in the business environment, both in local markets and worldwide, we 
need adequate elements of a business model that would allow enterprises to compete and help 
them generate market value. An overview of literature in management science lets us conclude 
that so far little attention has been paid to determinants of choosing the right business model 
in the management practice of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME). A research gap 
has emerged in relation to the revision of the understanding of a business model in the SME 
sector, which should offer value higher than that offered by one’s competitors and enhance 
the market value of a company. An adequate business model ensures strategic preparedness, 
which helps create value.

This paper aims at conceptualising the notion of a business model and the role it plays 
in small and medium-sized enterprises in analysing the determinants of choosing the right 
business model. Conclusions have been drawn using desk research methodology.

1.  Business model: its notion and concept in small 
and medium-sized enterprises

The term “business model” targets the foundations of economic activity and it describes 
how business runs. It consists of two components. A model is a structure, a scheme that tells 
us how a particular phenomenon or object works, how it is built and what are its features. 
It can also be described as a simplified reflection of reality [Sławińska, 2010, p. 9]. Business, 
in turn, is an economic activity – whose type is decided by the needs of its customers – pursued 
continuously and in an organised way in return for money. By combining the above two terms 
in one definition, a business model has been explained in the literature as a set of elements 
and relationships among them, which serve business logic of an enterprise. A business model 
is a compilation of values offered by an enterprise to one or several segments of customers as 
well as an organisational scheme of its architecture and network of relations with partners, 
which ensures revenue leading to profitability of the business in question [Osterwalder et al., 
2005, p. 10]. The plethora of business model interpretations in the subject matter literature 
generates interpretation problems connected with correct understanding of the term and its 
role in key management concepts. A business model as a simplification of complex reality 
helps identify business foundations and plan its evolution. The term “business model” rep-
resents principal assumptions of economic activity and the operational logic, a model that 
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defines how activities are pursued. It is a collection of fundamental building blocks, such as: 
resources, internal and external relations and causal relationships among them (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Substance of a business model

Organisational and management structure
crucial for an enterprise

Strategic choices and changes that determine
the position of an enterprise in the market in the

long-run

Building up the position and competitive
advantage of an enterprise Axis of new strategic thinking

Business model 

Source: Own compilation based on: Model biznesu. Nowe myślenie strategiczne, M. Duczkowska-Piasecka, M. Poniatowska-Jaksch, 
K. Duczkowska-Małysz (Eds.), Difin, Warszawa 2013, p. 16.

As argued by the representatives of the resource-based approach, the business model 
concept is deeply rooted in the resource-based view developed in management and each of 
its elements is understood as resource [Osterwalder et al., 2005, p. 10]. These resources are 
conceptual and immaterial. According to S. Cyfert and K. Krzakiewicz, a business model 
helps us identify the logic of links amongst resources within an organisation and activities 
that generate value for the company’s stakeholders [Cyfert, Krzakiewicz, 2011, pp. 100–105]. 
A business model is a specific configuration of key resources and skills within an enterprise, 
which is protected from being replicated by its competitors. Besides, there is some friction 
(reactions) between the elements of the model, which generates value to final customers. In 
the systemic approach, it is a configuration of internal components of an enterprise and factors 
emerging from interactions with the environment modified adequately to the opportunities 
offered by the business environment.

A business model is a specific embodiment of management logic, which allows an under-
taking to capture market opportunities, reduce risk, and identify the necessary combination 
of resources to generate value to stakeholders as an ultimate goal. A business model combines 
a vision of an enterprise and its operations and, by explaining why the undertaking in question 
is profitable and valuable, it is linked with strategy but not burdened with the “how” question. 
The latter is answered by strategic planning.

An example of a relationship between strategy and business model has been described 
by R. Casadesus-Masanell and J. E. Ricart [Casadesus-Masanell, Ricart, 2010]. In this case 
a business model covers the organisation of business activities of an enterprise and the way 
how stakeholder value is created, while strategy refers to choosing the business model, which 
helps the enterprise compete effectively. In this approach, the strategy takes precedence over 
the business model. On the other hand, Ch. Zott and R. Amit [Zott, Amit, 2010] believe that 
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the two notions differ since strategy focuses on attaining a competitive advantage, while the 
model – whose centre of interest is consumer value – on generating and capturing stakeholder 
value. There are also C. M. DaSilva and P. Trkman who, motivated by two reasons, make a dis-
tinction between strategy and a model. Firstly, strategy is future-oriented and it is decisive for 
the development of skills, which, in turn, may change the business model in the future [Da 
Silva, Trkman, 2004, pp. 379–389]. A model describes what an enterprise is in a given moment 
of time. Consistently, strategy impacts the business model. S. Gregorczyk argues that a business 
model describes conditions for attaining a competitive advantage at a present moment, while 
competition strategy delineates directions and ways of generating competitive advantage over 
a long-time horizon. Hence, a business model answers the question “what an enterprise is 
doing currently to efficiently generate and capture value” [Gregorczyk, 2015, p. 90].

Operationalization of the model and its constituents are vital for how it is used in the busi-
ness practice of small and medium-sized enterprises. Conceptualisation of the business model 
idea consists in explaining the term as a component of the competition strategy focused on 
how a product (service) is delivered to a selected market segment built on the existing theory 
of strategic management. The term “business model” is linked with the value chain introduced 
by Porter [Porter, 1985] and extended by Stabell and Fjeldstad, who proposed a value network 
[Stabell, Fjeldstad, 1998]. Within a value network an enterprise organises and enables a com-
prehensive set of exchange processes among stakeholders, people, and organisations. Instead of 
flowing sequentially from production to marketing, as is the case for a traditional chain, these 
goods may simultaneously and continuously enter into interactions. Teece defines a business 
model as an architecture chosen by an enterprise to create value and growth mechanisms 
[Teece, 2010, p. 172]. Architecture is the key word understood in this case as a structure, 
a set of relations among elements of the system, which can have a specific direction (are the 
relations sequential or reciprocally dependent?), power and content (information).

A. Osterwalder and Y. Pigneur proposed a comprehensive and schematic definition of 
a business model, which describes the circumstances in which an enterprise creates value 
and makes profit [Osterwalder, Pigneur, 2012]. Their proposal includes nine elements: target 
customers, value proposition, communication, distribution, and sales channels, customer rela-
tionship, key resources, key processes, strategic partners, revenue stream, and cost structure. 
These elements cover four key areas of business activity: customers, offer, infrastructure, and 
finance. The Osterwalder and Pigneur scheme illustrates how the value of an organisation is 
created through sequential managing of innovation that targets a particular market group 
based on a specific combination of resources and under given financial circumstances.

An outline of the Osterwalder and Pignuer business model can be enriched with other 
essential elements (see Figure 2), such as, inter alia, data-based management, team work, 
customer orientation and continuous improvement.

Customer orientation means a business seeks to anticipate future customer needs rather 
than being busy exclusively with creating value through meeting their current needs. Manage-
ment should be exercised based on comprehensive and objective data and facts. Team work 
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is another important element of the system, which is highlighted because it deploys creativity 
and motivates to action. The last element is continuous improvement, meaning striving for 
perfection by using the Deming plan-do-check-act cycle. The first element is about activity 
planning, focusing on what does not work and proposing ideas that may resolve the prob-
lem. Next in the cycle there is execution consisting of an experiment that is checked and, if 
successful, followed by action, that is implementation of changes, dissemination of results 
and conclusions.

Figure 2. Comprehensive business model blueprint (business model blueprint 2.0)
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Source: Own compilation based on dispersed sources.

The capability of creating value is a crucial attribute of any business model that condi-
tions a firm’s competitiveness and efficiency, as well as its ability to capture market value. 
Business model dynamics – i.e., the ability to reconfigure and change the elements of the 
model depending on external circumstances and processes that are taking place around it 
– is another important factor.

Interesting and helpful elements of the development of a business model have been pro-
posed by H. Chesbrough and R. S. Rosenbloom [Chesbrough, Rosenbloom, 2002]:
1. articulate the value proposed to final users – a particular function, product, application, 

place of offering or properties;
2. identify a target group and the market segment;
3. define the structure of the value chain of the offering;
4. estimate the cost structure and profit of producing the offering;
5. identify the position of an enterprise within the value chain linking firms from the closest 

neighbourhood of an enterprise plus relations taking place in it;
6. describe competition strategy.

2.  Determinants and conditions of choosing a business model 
for small and medium-sized enterprises

At the organisational level, strategic management in a small enterprise is typically lit-
tle formalised when it comes to strategic operations, spontaneous, irregular and selective 
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in using strategic management methods and tools. While growing, an enterprise formalises 
its strategy-related efforts, implements increasingly more comprehensive management tools 
and replaces incidentiality with planning, organisation and procedures.

How a business model is formulated depends mainly on factors such as: globalisation of 
the economy, social changes, competitors’ behaviour, IT technologies and tendencies to over-
come sectoral borders.

Globalisation influences the way business models evolve since it propagates identical social 
and economic developments across the globe, which provides a new quality framework for 
business operations by creating new contextual setups. These developments are accompanied 
by social transformations, in particular, lifestyle changes, a higher labour force participation 
rate for women and ageing societies. All these factors make customers increasingly more 
demanding and their purchase choices are made to meet individual needs. Highly aware 
consumers change the pattern of purchase transactions in companies, which want to create 
favourable conditions for building relationships with their clients. Enterprises must differentiate 
their offers to meet the needs of individual clients by segmenting their preferences; as a result 
of the transformation in consumption new needs are created. Relations between enterprises 
and their customers also go through changes. Sporadic contacts become lasting relations by 
using interactive communication with consumers in accordance with the behavioural model of 
conduct, where a client transforms into an active participant of the process. Such a consumer 
can be referred to as a “prosumer” [Domańska, 2009], a person with deep knowledge about 
the market, products and services. A prosumer shares his/her knowledge and expertise and 
becomes a partner in business.

In terms of competition, processes currently focus on two levels: competing for customers 
and resources. Competing for capital and increasing investors’ pressure are becoming more 
and more important. That has led to the value-based management concept, which consists 
in managing a company to increase a firm’s value and directs attention to continuous improve-
ment of performance of a business organisation.

New information technologies trigger changes in how businesses compete and improve 
the competitive position of a company. The global digital network has deeply transformed 
the business environment and market dependencies by reducing information asymmetry. 
As a result, there is a wide offer of products/services in the global market that has become 
available almost instantly. These processes opened up new areas for developing advanced 
business models and future implications that help create new customer needs. They also help 
enterprises expand their area of activity through trans-sectoral and geographic expansion that 
improves their competitive position and implies modifications in the corporate operational 
pattern and, by the same token, in business models applied in the SME sector.

Business models should be analysed in an integrated way because they are holistic by 
nature. Amongst the determinants of choosing a business model we should bear in mind the 
multiplicity of types of enterprises and business activity sectors that compete at different lev-
els as well as increasingly more enterprises and markets that are going virtual (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Determinants of business model choice and implementation
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Source: Own compilation based on A. Afuah, C. L. Tucci, Internet Business Models and Strategies, [Polish edition] Oficyna Ekonom-
iczna, Kraków 2003, p. 86.

The determinants of successful application of a business model belong to the following 
three areas:
• needs and values represented by stakeholders and the external environment;
• a firm’s offer: its products, services, ways in which they are offered;
• external factors: organisational structure, resources, knowledge, skills, key competences.

Strategic circumstances of a business model include the following factors: competitive 
position, an enterprise’s mission, operational abilities to generate value and profit, compre-
hensiveness, process safety, and value leadership.

Importantly, business models are used in small and medium-sized enterprises to enable 
capturing parts of the income from the value delivered to customers. Business model concepts 
highlight its two principal dimensions. The first focuses on how customer value is created and 
delivered [Chesbrough, Rosenbloom, 2002]. The other relevant dimension is that of capturing 
value for an enterprise [Amit, Zott, 2001] as it generates income and increases the value of 
a business organisation.

Operationalization of a business model focuses on how it is implemented into the busi-
ness practice for reasons pertaining to seeking the profitability of the model and its capability 
to increase flexibility. In this case operational activities get subordinated to the attainment 
of planned effects that determine the delivery of corporate goals. A business model is a con-
figuration of material and immaterial resources that provide a platform for creating and 
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offering value to customers and triggering an adequate logic of income creation. Increasing 
the efficiency of a business model means we can configure it to achieve the maximum rate of 
return [Jabłoński, 2015, p. 103].

A business model should be adaptable to evolving customer needs and preferences. When 
using a business model, we should be able to generate innovative solutions for the company and 
for its customers at each stage of the value chain; the same is true of minimising costs by using 
a business model, permanent risk reduction, and building lasting relations with customers.

Profit potential determined by process efficiency, unique offer, internal coherence of the 
organisation, and an ability to create profit is also an important building block of a business 
model.

Summary

In a turbulent environment small and medium-sized enterprises, which sufficiently well 
in advance design and implement an adequate business model will be able to find solutions 
to build competitive advantage and create value. Changes in the environment take place 
so rapidly that they force managers to permanently adjust business models and changes 
should be introduced timely.

A business model is a specific bridge between strategy and resources which links com-
petences, resources, processes and management methods. Three main building blocks of the 
model include: competitive advantage, resources, and value chain. Success of enterprises, 
mainly SMEs, in the modern world is not conditioned by access to technology or its use or 
the offer but by the use of an appropriate business model. The future of SME innovation lies 
in the business model. Success depends on offering unique value in a specific market.

Summing up, a business model is based on key elements: strategy, necessary resources, 
stakeholder relationships, and value creation, which are interlinked and form configurations 
[Hamel, 2002 pp. 73–74]. A business model is subject to continuous verification and it must 
be adjusted to changes in its market environment. We must bear in mind that an optimum 
configuration of a business model should be based on innovation, which may produce higher 
profitability of a business organisation. That allows generating profit from the created value.

Because of the complexity of the term and growing population of small and medium-sized 
enterprises, this paper makes a contribution into further, more in-depth studies and analyses 
devoted to choices, implementation and improvements of business models in SMEs.
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AbstrAct

The cruise ship market is steadily growing but dominated by large “mass-tourism all inclusive” ships, 
only able to stop in large ports offering necessary conditions and infrastructure but only marginally 
profiting from passengers themselves, because operators organise all activities and money is spent 
mostly on ships. This focus on the large cruise ships opens niche markets/touristic segments for 
smaller ships/ports and more individual travelling and tourists for whom targeted products have 
to be developed. First contacts to SCS operators show that a small market exists but that also small 
ships usually only stop at large ports (National Geographic Expeditions/NGE) or struggle to develop 
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the current situation of small cruise ships (SCS) in the Baltic Sea Region with a particular focus and 
example of Szczecin Port.
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Introduction

Sea cruises are becoming more and more popular. This type of tourism combines relaxation 
with traveling to interesting tourist regions with the possibility of visiting it. The authors decided 
to address this issue, as over the last 30 years, or in fact over the last decade (2000–2010), 
these services were characterized by dynamic development [Ptaszycka-Jackowska, 2012, p. 1]. 
Over the years, the preferences of customers using such services have changed, which forces 
shipowners to change their business model.

The following forms of maritime tourism are distinguished in the literature [Miotke-Dzięgiel, 
2002, p.15]:
• cruises on passenger ships (so-called cruisers);
• cruises on seagoing yachts;
• cruises on cargo ships;
• cruises on merchant-passenger ships;
• ferry trips;
• cruises by fishing vessels.

For the purpose cruise market analysis we considered small cruise ships as the cruise 
ships that have a LOA (length overall) equal or less than 250 m and that sail in the Baltic Sea 
Region in 2018.

Small cruise ships in the Baltic Sea Region in 2018

Table 1 below includes the list of cruise lines which own and operate small cruise ships 
with an LOA equal or lower than 250 m sailing in the Baltic Sea Region in 2018.

Table 1. Vessels ≤ 250 m operating in the Baltic Sea Region in 2018

Cruise Line Ship Type LOA 
(m) 

Beam 
(m) 

Draft 
(m) GT Pax 

(LB) Crew
Number of 

Cruises in BSR 
in 2018

Aida Cruises AIDAaura Contemporary 202.9 28.1 6.2 42289 1266 418 7

Aida Cruises AIDAcara Contemporary 193.3 27.6 6.2 38600 1186 370 9

Aida Cruises AIDAluna Contemporary 249 32.2 7.3 69203 2050 634 3

Azamara Azamara Journey Premium Plus 181 25.5 5.8 30277 694 3 4

Birka Cruises Birka Stockholm Niche 177 28 6.6 24728 1468 181 11

Cruise and Maritime 
Voyages Astoria Budget 160 21 8 16144 550 200 4

Cruise and Maritime 
Voyages Columbus Budget 247 32.2 8.2 63524 1620 634 3

Cruise and Maritime 
Voyages Magellan Budget 221.6 28 7.5 46052 1452 660 2
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Cruise and Maritime 
Voyages Marco Polo Budget 176.2 23.5 8.2 22080 844 356 3

Crystal Crystal Serenity Luxury 250 34 7.6 68870 1080 655 2

Fred Olsen Balmoral Budget 218.2 28.2 7.26 43000 1350 510 6

Fred Olsen Boudicca Budget 205.5 25.2 7.2 28338 880 329 4

Fred Olsen Braemar Budget 195.9 22.5 5.4 24344 929 371 4

FTI Cruises Berlin Budget 139.3 17.5 4.9 9570 352 170 1

Grand Circle MV Corinthian Niche 88.4 15 5 4077 98 70 6

Hansa Touristik MS Ocean Majesty Niche 135.3 19.2 6 10417 535 235 2

Hapag-Lloyd Cruises Europa Luxury 198.6 24 6 28437 408 267 4

Hapag-Lloyd Cruises Europa 2 Luxury 225.4 26.7 6,3 39500 516 370 2

Hapag-Lloyd Cruises Hanseatic Luxury 122.8 18 4.7 8378 184 122 2

Holland America Prinsendam Premium 204 32.3 7.2 37845 835 443 2

Holland America Rotterdam Premium 237 32.3 7.8 59885 1404 644 2

Noble Caledonia Island Sky Premium 90.4 15.3 3.9 4280 118 66 2

Noble Caledonia Serenissima Premium 87 13 4.7 2598 118 50 4

Oceania Cruises Nautica Premium 181 25.5 5.8 30277 684 373 3

Peace Boat Ocean Dream Niche 205 7.5 35265 800 270 1

Phoenix Reisen Albatros Niche 205.5 25.2 7.6 28018 884 340 1

Phoenix Reisen Amadea Niche 192.8 24.7 6.2 28717 584 243 1

Phoenix Reisen Artania Niche 230.6 29.5 7.8 44348 1200 537 2

Phoenix Reisen MS Deutchland Niche 175.4 23 5.8 22496 520 280 1

Plantours MS Hamburg Niche 144 21.5 5.1 14903 420 170 2

Ponant Le Laperouse Luxury 128 18 4.4 10000 180 110 1

Ponant Le Soleal Luxury 142 18 4.9 10600 264 139 2

Princess Pacific Princess Premium 180.4 25.5 5.9 30277 668 373 2

Pullmantur Zenith Budget 208 29 7.2 47255 1376 642 18

Regent Seven Seas Seven Seas Explorer Luxury 223.8 31 7.1 54000 738 542 8

Regent Seven Seas Seven Seas Navigator Luxury 170.7 24.7 6.4 33000 504 324 1

Saga Saga Pearl II Premium 164.4 22.6 6.11 18591 446 252 4

Saga Saga Sapphire Premium 199.6 28.5 8.3 37012 752 406 4

Seabourn Seabourn Ovation Luxury 211 28 6.4 40350 604 450 6

Seabourn Seabourn Quest Luxury 198 25.6 6.5 32000 450 330 1

Sea Cloud Cruises Sea Cloud II Luxury 117.1 16 5.4 3849 96 58 1

Silversea Silver Spirit Luxury 195.8 26.5 6.6 36009 540 378 8

Silversea Silver Wind Luxury 155.8 21.3 5.3 16927 296 196 2

Viking Ocean Cruises Viking Sea Luxury 227 28 6.3 47800 944 465 6

Viking Ocean Cruises Viking Sky Luxury 228 28.8 6.3 47000 930 550 7

Viking Ocean Cruises Viking Star Luxury 227 28.8 6.3 47800 930 602 4

Viking Ocean Cruises Viking Sun Luxury 218.2 28.2 7.3 43000 930 510 8

Windstar Star Breeze Luxury 133.8 19.2 5 9975 208 164 3

Total Total Total

26 48 186

Source: BA Europe, cruise timetables and individual cruise webpages.
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According to the presented data in the Baltic Sea Region in 2018 48 Ships navigate on 26 
Cruise Lines.

Diagram 1. Age structure of passengers
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Source: Own elaboration based on BA Europe and cruise webpages.

The largest group of cruise customers are persons aged 55–60 and 50–55. The smallest 
number of people are between 25 and 35 years old. A fairly clear correlation can be observed 
between the age and number of passengers. Older people are more likely and more numerous 
to take advantage of this type of recreation. It can be assumed that the main reason for this 
state of affairs is flexibility and the possibility of combining active and passive leisure, without 
the need to use road transport. The contribution of “young” tourists, i.e. up to 35 years of 
age, is marginal – only 4%. It is extremely difficult to interpret this result without conducting 
additional, extended studies. The lack of interest of this group may be due to its specificity 
(e.g. inconvenient deadlines, expensive tickets) and the leisure preferences of young people 
(orientation towards more active and independent leisure). The macroeconomic context must 
not be overlooked, either, especially as regards the ageing population and the migration of 
European citizens.

Diagram 2. Nationality structure of passengers
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The data presented in Figure 2 does not add up to 100%, as it does not reflect individual 
persons but rather groups of passengers on individual voyages.

Most of them came from the United States, Great Britain and Germany. Many of the 
respondents were classified as “international”. All the countries distinguished in Figure 2 belong 
to the group of highly developed countries, characterized by high information awareness and 
the wealth of their citizens. This proves that the popularity of cruises does not depend on ticket 
prices, and also the reason is not informational regional air-tightening. Although it cannot 
be assumed that information about this form of recreation is advertised equally in different 
countries, in the age of the Internet it is not a sufficient argument.

Overview of Szczecin Port and destination characteristics

The following two tables provide a detailed list of the port and destination characteristics 
and services related to cruise operations in Szczecin. The information is used for the assessment 
of the port and the destination’s current position as well as recommendations for the future.

Table 2. Port overview

Szczecin

Destination name Szczecin

Port name Port of Szczecin

The Port’s official webpage: http://www.port.szczecin.pl/en
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Port information

Number of piers available to cruises 4

Main pier for cruises Wały Chrobrego and Pasażerskie for lower draft ships
Polskie berth for all draft ships

Type of berth (passenger, cargo, bulk 
traffic, ferry) 

Wały Chrobrego; representative berth
Polskie berth; commercial berth for general cargo
Pasażerskie; representative berth (only river cruises) 

Pier dimensions Length 270 m

Depth Wały Chrobrego: 7.0 m at MWL
Polskie berth: 9.50 m at MWL
Pasażerskie: 6.0 m at MWL

Maximum ship size that call dock here Length Wały Chrobrego: 215 m
Polskie berth: 215 m

Beam (width) Wały Chrobrego: 26 m
Polskie berth: 31 m

Draft (depth) Wały Chrobrego: 6.5 m at MWL
Polskie berth: 9.15 m at MWL
Pasażerskie: 5.5 m at MWL

Air draft (height) n/a

Width of turning basin 280 m

Fender type Wały Chrobrego: Trellex Fender System Mx and Mv
Polskie berth: “Hamburg” type fenders

Bollards capacity Minimum 40mts and every 16 m or 20 m

Tides No

Port development plans (new pier, 
new regulations, dredging, etc.) 

– The limitation to accommodate cruise vessels is due to the current fairway dimensions: 
80 m wide and 10.5 m deep

– By 2022 the port plans to extend the fairway to 100 m wide and 12.5 m deep
– This will allow vessels with LOA 260 m, beam 32 m and a draft of 9.5 m to enter 

Szczecin
– To allow larger vessels to dock close to the city centre Pasażerskie and Wały Chrobrego 

need to be deepened, but that is not scheduled yet.

Can buses wait beside the ship? Yes

Can guests walk in the port area? Wały Chrobrego berth: yes
Polskie berth: no Pasażerskie: yes

Distance to the city centre 1 km from Wały Chrobrego and Pasażerskie
5 km from Polskie berth

Distance to main attractions 1 km from Wały Chrobrego and Pasażerskie
5 km from Polskie berth

Restrooms available at the pier No

Facilities for persons with disabilities: 
ramps, toilettes

No

Tourism information available at the 
port (type) 

Yes

Additional port information The port of Szczecin collaborates with the port of Świnoujście which is located directly at 
the Baltic Sea. In Świnoujście vessels with max draught of 8 m and max length of 270 m 
can berth at Władyslawa IV quay – directly adjacent to the city centre – or at alternative 
berths for vessels with max draught of 13.2 m and max length of 270 m.

Anchoring

Tendering available No
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Port reception facilities

Fuel type available & delivery method Standard marine fuels, delivery by barge or by truck

Waste discharging at the port Solid waste Yes

Waste water Yes

Sewage Yes

Fresh water available? Yes

Is the pier cleaned before calls? Yes

Navigation

English map available for the captains? Yes

Channel information Length 68 km

Width 90 m

Depth: 10.5 m

Navigational time to reach the 
port from the entrance of the channel

4–4.5 hours

Clearance procedure & duration EU rules apply

Pilot service available? Yes, 24/7

Are pilots compulsory? Yes, for LOA > 60 m

Tugs available? Yes

Are tugs compulsory? Yes, in the number declared by the Harbour Master

Quantity and power of tugs available Conventional or azimuth tugs with BP up to 55 mts

Source: Completed by Marta Borowska from Żegluga Szczecińska and Media Dizajn, http://www.port.szczecin.pl/en

History of cruise calls in Szczecin in the last 10 years

The following section breaks down Szczecin’s cruise statistics for the past 10 years pro-
vided by Marta Borowska from Żegluga Szczecińska. The number of calls and passengers are 
analysed as well as the cruise lines which have visited Szczecin.

Diagram 3 and 4 illustrate the development over the past 10 years for Szczecin in terms 
of cruise calls and cruise passenger visitation.

Diagram 3. Cruise call statistics for the port of Szczecin in 2007–2018 (est.)
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Szczecin received a total 44 cruise calls between 2007 and 2017, including two calls from 
a German school ship in 2010 and one from a Norwegian school ship in 2016. According 
to the information from Żegluga Szczecińska, 4 calls have been confirmed for 2018, including 
a call from a Norwegian school ship.

Diagram 4 illustrates the cruise passenger visitation in Szczecin per year between 2007 
and 2018.

Diagram 4. Cruise passenger statistics for the port of Szczecin in 2007–2018 (est.)
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Source: Żegluga Szczecińska.

A total of 22,909 cruise passengers visited Szczecin between 2007 and 2017 and in 2018 
around 2,500 passengers are expected to arrive. Please notice that this number is an estimate 
based on the maximum passenger capacity of the vessels calling in 2018.

In 2010 Szczecin experienced a significant increase from 3 calls in 2009 to 12 calls in 2010 
(two of these calls were conducted by school ships) and almost 4 times as many passengers.

With the exception of 2010, the cruise business in Szczecin has been fluctuating, as there 
has been no major strategy or continuous efforts dedicated to the cruise activity.

According to Table l, the details of the individual calls between 2007 and 2017 (excluding 
the fours calls from school vessels) and for the expected calls in 2018 are as follows:
– Szczecin received 44 calls between 2008 and 2018, operated by 16 different cruise lines;
– The cruise calls were operated by vessels with a LOA between 59 m and 236 m (the later 

exceeding the LOA port restrictions);
– The cruise vessels carried between 100 and 929 passengers;
– Based on the port restriction 27 of the 44 calls (61%) docked at the Wały Chrobrego pier 

in the city centre, while 15 calls docked at the Polskie pier and two are unknown.
Fred Olsen and Phoenix Reisen have been the most frequent visitors with 6 calls each in 

the past 10 years followed by Saga, Seabourn, Silversea and Hansa Touristik with 4 calls each 
in the same period. The majority of the cruise lines (63%) have made between 1 and 3 calls 
to Szczecin in the past 10 years. Szczecin is not a marquee port but a secondary port which 
cruise lines normally use as a filler port between more recognised (marquee) ports on their 
itineraries. Therefore, cruise lines tend to alternate between smaller ports similar to Szczecin 
every year.
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Although these cruise lines and specific vessels called Szczecin in the past it does not mean 
that they are able or willing to call again. Some cruise lines have changed their deployment 
patterns and are currently not operating in the region (The World, Semester at Sea), other 
are no longer operating (Delphin Kreuzfahrten, Voyages of Discovery) and some have called 
Szczecin once or twice without returning, despite continued operations in the Baltic Sea Region 
with vessels fit for the port (Grand Circle, Regent Seven Seas, Cruise and Maritime Voyages, 
Noble Caledonia and Windstar Cruises).

A return of a cruise line should never be taken for granted, it requires hard and continued 
effort from the destination and its cruise network.

Summary

According to the port overview completed by Marta Borowska from Żegluga Szczecińska, 
the maximum size for a vessel to be allowed to dock safely in the designated cruise port near 
the city centre in Szczecin (Wały Chrobrego) is: LOA of 215 m, a beam of 26 m and a draft 
of 6.5 m.

Wały Chrobrego pier is the best option for the cruise lines due to the central location but 
the pier depth is too shallow and bigger ships will have to dock at the industrial Polskie pier.

The vessels allowed to dock at Polskie pier are limited to LOA of 215 m, a beam of 31 m 
and a draft of 9.15 m, however, it is a cargo pier and cruise lines want to avoid their passengers 
being welcomed in these types of berths. The port is not attractive and is located away from 
the city centre with nothing to do within the walking distance.

The possibility of dredging the harbor area and merging the piers in the city centre 
to allow the larger vessels to dock close to the city centre has been discussed among the local 
stakeholders. However, these developments have yet to be approved. A major issue is still the 
long fairway and the limited turning basin, which is the major challenge for cruise vessels 
calling in Szczecin.

Out of 378 active cruise ships worldwide, 171 vessels (45%) would be able to dock in one 
of the two piers available for cruise vessels in Szczecin, while 207 vessels (55%) do not fit the 
port. While these odds might seem promising, it is important to remember that many of these 
vessels are not operating in the Baltic Sea Region and that smaller cruise vessels usually are 
deployed to other regions in the world.

Out of 171 small cruise ships worldwide which would be able to dock in Szczecin, 34 
vessels (20%) operate in the Baltic Sea Region in 2018, while the majority (80%) represented 
by 145 vessels do not. Out of the 34 vessels, 24 would be able to dock safely at the Wały Chro-
brego, while 10 vessels would have to dock at the Polskie pier. Although deployment changes 
year after year, these numbers offer an indication of how many different vessels Szczecin could 
potentially attract.
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Table 1 provides a list of the 34 cruise vessels operating in the Baltic Sea region in 2018 which 
some already and others could potentially visit Szczecin. As cruise lines’ deployment changes 
constantly, the list should be considered a guideline as to which cruise lines it would be most 
relevant for Szczecin to contact at this time to attract calls in the future.
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AbstrAct

The paper discusses a two-channel impact of pharmaceutical companies upon the economy and public 
finance. Firstly, pharmaceutical companies predominantly impact the net value added, employment, 
income of people employed by their suppliers and customers as well as public finance revenue in the 
countries where they are based. The mechanisms of such an influence are presented in the input-output 
matrix (input-output analysis) that shows how output from one industrial sector in the economy may 
become an input to another industrial sector. The input-output model was developed by Leontief and 
earned him the Nobel Prize. This kind of influence upon the Polish economy has been illustrated with 
the case study of the Sanofi company. Secondly, pharmaceutical products improve the effectiveness of 
medical treatment, by which they contribute to the higher standard of living and economic growth. 
In this part of investigation into the impact of pharmaceutical companies upon the economy the key 
method consists in calculating indirect costs, that is, the lost productivity (lost GDP). Non-generated 
GDP as well as the negative impact of diseases and the treatment thereof on public finance can be 
significantly reduced by using more effective pharmaceutical products. This second channel through 
which pharmaceutical companies exert influence on the economy has been illustrated with an example 
of economic consequences calculated from the social viewpoint for three gynaecological–oncology 
diseases. Our calculations for both channels in this exercise have led us to conclude that a pharma-
ceutical company positively influences its business partners and the economy while by improving the 
health of the population it exerts a positive impact upon the economy and public finance.
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Introduction

Each pharmaceutical corporation plays a special role in the area of health care, economy 
and society as it conducts R&D activities that improve the health of people.1 Since health and 
education are two dimensions of human capital, the principal driver of economic growth, 
a pharmaceutical company impacts the economy through two channels. The first one includes 
cooperation with business partners, its suppliers and customers. It means the corporation 
has got its share in the size of GDP but also in the income of its employees and employment, 
which means it contributes to economic growth and development. The mechanism of such 
an influence is well illustrated by an input-output matrix (input-output analysis).2 For the 
Polish economy this impact has been illustrated with the case study of the Sanofi company, 
who was kind enough to reveal necessary data. Yet, the analysis does not include theoretical 
considerations on potential, variable negative effects of the activities pursued by pharmaceuti-
cal companies. The second channel works because pharmaceutical companies are developing 
increasingly more effective drugs, which provide more effective health protection and better 
cure to patients. It reduces indirect costs defined as lost GDP (lost productivity) due to illnesses 
and their treatment but also decreases the losses suffered by the state budget because of lost 
revenue from taxes (personal income taxes and taxes on goods and services) and increases 
revenue from contributions paid to social security, including health insurance. At the same 
time, social benefits from the budget are reduced. Indirect costs are caused by absenteeism and 
presenteeism of employees who are sick, as well as their informal care providers, disabilities 
and premature deaths. This second channel of impact exerted by pharmaceutical companies 
upon the economy has been illustrated with calculations of economic consequences made 
from the social perspective for three gynaecological oncology diseases.

Studies on the impact of pharmaceutical companies upon the economy and public finance 
are especially relevant under the new approach to innovation in this industry [Mazzucato, 2013].

The paper focuses on the impact of pharmaceutical companies upon the Polish economy 
and public finance through the size of the output of their suppliers and their own production 
for their clients but also by improving the health of the population and, as a result, GDP. The 
first section is an overview of the literature on the use of input-output analysis as a method 
of examining the impact of an enterprise upon the economy and public finance. The next 

1 The role of the state in the impacts between the public and the private sectors in terms of innovations in the 
pharmaceutical industry is described in: Mazzucato Mariana, 2013, Przedsiębiorcze państwo, Wydawnictwo Eko-
nomiczne Heterodox.

2 It is a method used to examine relationships within an economy (between its industries or regions). It was 
developed by Wassily Leontief and earned him the Nobel Prize. The method consists in collecting data about the 
value of outputs produced within an economy and the use thereof; outputs are grouped for industries. The method 
helps building a table providing data about outputs per industries and how they are used broken down into indirect 
use in all industries and in final demand. On top of that, it also considers other data, such as, e.g., imports, exports, 
taxes and value added for individual industries. In Poland input-output tables are published by the Statistics Poland 
every 5 years, their latest edition comes from 2014 and provides data for 2010.
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section provides estimates of effects of the output of a pharmaceutical company upon the econ-
omy and public finance based on the Sanofi company case study. The third section discusses 
how the treatment of illnesses impacts public finance on the example of three cancer diseases.

1. Overview of the literature

Pioneering effort in input-output analysis is credited to Francis de Quesnay who published 
Tableau Economique back in 1758. Wassily Leontief developed a coherent and comprehensive 
model of the economy that has been used ever since [Leontief, 1941]. In the 1950 s regional 
input-output models were developed by Isard, Chenery and Moses while Dorfman, Samuelson, 
and Solow expanded the Leontief model with optimising methods. Moreover, by publishing 
the results of studies on production factors in international trade Leontief contributed to the 
development of new international trade theories. In the 1960 s precursors of integrated models 
emerged on the world stage, e.g., the Inforum group together with precursors of studies on 
relationships between the economy and the environment. The 1970 s witnessed the growth 
of dynamic and international trade models. That was the time when macroeconomic models, 
integrated and the CGE, based on the input-output tables were built. The next decade is the 
time of developing the social accounting matrices (SAM) under the supervision of Richard 
Stone. Boratyński, Przybyliński, and Świeczewska demonstrated how input-output methods 
can be used in simulation analyses of potential development paths in individual areas of the 
economy, depending on their importance for formulating the economic policy. Dietzen-
bacher, Lenzen, Los, Guan, Lahr, Sancho, Suh, and Yang outline the entire array of potential 
applications of the method in investigations into the future of the economy and its industries 
over the time frame of 25 years. Przybyliński uses the input-output models to analyse exports 
and imports in Poland, however, due to international unification of the tables, the results of 
studies are universal. There are numerous publications that more broadly discuss the models 
and their application [e.g. Tomaszewicz, 1983, 1994, 2005; Miller & Blair, 2009].

2.  Impact of a pharmaceutical company upon the economy and 
public finance: the case of Sanofi3

In order to identify the impact of Sanofi, a pharmaceutical company, we used an input-out-
put model published by the Statistics Poland, which takes account of branches of the economy. 
Calculations started with the industrial sector “drugs and pharmaceutical products” (industrial 
sector 17 in the input-output matrix, item 21 in the classification of products and services 

3 Results of the study were published in: Wpływ innowacyjnych firm ponadnarodowych na rozwój społeczno-gosp-
odarczy Polski, 2016, Instytut Innowacyjna Gospodarka.
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aggregated into 77 industrial sectors), then we considered the share of SANOFI in the sec-
tor. The input-output method is an indispensible tool in examining the impact of industrial 
sectors of the economy upon one another. Input-output tables show the flows of factors and 
products among industrial sectors reflecting the structure of the economy and the relevance 
of individual sectors.

In the study discussed in the paper attention is focused on the impact of pharmaceutical 
companies on the value added (in accordance with the model – on Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) and in accordance with national accounts in the Statistics Poland – on the gross value 
added which, when added to taxes, makes GDP), employment, income of households, and 
tax income into the public finance sector.

Input-output analysis is used to present three types of effects triggered by the pharmaceutical 
industry and its companies. First, there are direct effects reflected in economic performance 
indicators of the industrial sector in question. The second type of effects includes indirect 
effects, i.e., how the pharmaceutical industry impacts the performance of other industrial 
sectors, because economic performance in selected industrial sectors depends on demand 
for their products. Finally, there are induced effects that show consumer expenditure of the 
people employed as a result of the direct and indirect effects.

The study used Bilans przepływów międzygałęziowych w bieżących cenach bazowych 
w 2010 roku [Input-output analysis in current base prices in 2010] published by the Statistics 
Poland in 2014 [http://stat.gov.pl/obszary-tematyczne/rachunki-narodowe/roczne-rachun-
ki-narodowe/bilans-przeplywow-miedzygaleziowych-w-biezacych-cenach-bazowych-w-
2010-r-,7,2.html]. On top of that we used the following statistical yearbooks: “Rocznik 
Statystyczny Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej 2015” [Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Poland 
2015], “Rocznik Statystyczny Pracy 2015” [Statistical Yearbook Labour 2015], and “Rocznik 
Statystyczny Przemysłu 2015” [Statistical Yearbook for Industry 2015] [http://stat.gov.pl/
publikacje/szukaj.html?letter=R].

2.1. Impact upon net value added

Our calculations showed that Sanofi has got a big share in the “drugs and pharmaceutical 
products” industrial sector, meaning it has got an impact upon its suppliers and consumers of 
its products. Its share in the production sold of the industrial sector in 2014 amounted to ca. 
15%, while the share of the value added of the company in the value added of the sector was 
ca. 5.7%. These shares are indicative of the importance of the direct effect in generating GDP. 
We need to stress that manufacturers of drugs and pharmaceutical products depend on each 
other. In the entire industrial sector value added absorbed for its own needs represented ca. 
33%. Value added generated in the industrial sector in question for other manufacturers from 
the same sector amounted to PLN 705,047,103, out of which Sanofi generated ca. 6%.

To demonstrate the indirect effect, we selected industrial sectors whose value added made 
a meaningful contribution into the manufacturing of drugs and pharmaceutical products, i.e., 
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for which the production for Sanofi accounted for a substantial chunk of their output. Within 
the Polish economy companies from industrial sectors providing input also into the produc-
tion of drugs and pharmaceutical products generated net value added of PLN 124,868,643 
only for the needs of Sanofi. Suppliers from the same industrial sector generated value added 
of PLN 40,117,180 for the needs of the company. Producers from the manufacturing sector 
supplied value added of PLN 7,755,872. Companies dealing with trade, transport, and ware-
housing generated PLN 18,868,067 of value added and service providers ca. PLN 25,571,109. 
A separate service sector including advertising services, market research and opinion polls 
generated value added of PLN 25,889,663. Sanofi consumed energy and gas representing 
value added of PLN 2,659,642.

Net value added generated in the economy should also be viewed from another angle. 
While companies from other industrial sectors sell products meeting demand of the phar-
maceutical industry, the “drugs and pharmaceutical products” industrial sector manufactures 
for companies from other sectors in the economy. Net value added generated in other sectors 
based on supplies from Sanofi amounted to PLN 1,978,072,149. As expected, health care 
was the major client (PLN 991,906,106) followed by veterinary services (PLN 100,328,777). 
The value added generated by Sanofi was used by service providers in public administration 
(PLN 96,265,989) and in social welfare services (PLN 47,491,198). Besides, net value added 
of PLN 705,047,103 was generated by companies from the “manufacturing drugs and phar-
maceutical products” industrial sector.

2.2. Impact on employment

In 2014 Sanofi employed ca. 5% of all people employed in the industrial sector manufac-
turing drugs and pharmaceutical products. Sanofi’s employment is its direct effect.

The indirect effect shows how many people are employed in other industrial sectors and 
working for the benefit of Sanofi. To generate factors meeting the manufacturing needs of 
Sanofi, other industrial sectors employed 1,412 people, which is more than the size of employ-
ment in the company in question. The majority of them, 294, worked in other companies of 
the same industrial sector. Manufacturing sector employed 72 people out of the above pool 
while trade, transport and warehousing services as many as 223 people. Sanofi also created 173 
jobs in the R&D sector. Advertising, market research and opinion polls employed 467 people.

2.3. Impact on the income of the employed population

The income of the people employed in Sanofi represented ca. 9% of the income of people 
employed in the industrial sector manufacturing drugs and pharmaceutical products in 2014, 
which demonstrates the size of the direct effect.

The indirect effect shows the income of people employed in other industrial sectors and 
working to meet the production needs of Sanofi. The workers of the drug and pharmaceutical 
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products sector and of the most important sectors that provide input into Sanofi’s output received 
in total the income to the amount of PLN 56,785,784. Most of it was earned by employees 
from the same industrial sector (PLN 20,530,802). Workers of six aggregated service sectors 
earned PLN 10,296,799 and employees from the advertising, market research and opinion 
polls sector made PLN 10,101,936. People employed in trade, transport, and warehousing 
received an income of PLN 6,868,729. Employees’ income in manufacturing industry was PLN 
3,579,294 and in the industrial sector of energy, gas, and steam PLN 1,490,932. In the R&D 
sector Sanofi generated the income of PLN 3,917,291.

By knowing the income earned by the people employed in the enterprises that worked 
for Sanofi we can consider their expenditure on consumption, its structure as well as sav-
ings. Consumption means there is demand targeting producers of all consumer goods, an 
incentive to produce, which triggers induced effects. Moreover, savings increase deposits at 
financial institutions, which are then used to finance investment projects, which, in turn, 
stimulate growth.

In 2014 the income of households was divided between consumption, which accounted 
for 97.2% and savings, representing 2.8%. It means that out of PLN 56,785,784 of the income 
of people employed in other enterprises working for Sanofi PLN 55,195,782 was used for 
consumption, while the remaining PLN 1,590,002 was deposited (saved) with financial sector 
institutions. This amount multiplied by the money multiplier is a component of money supply 
used for investment. Household consumption expenditure by purpose shows the dominance 
of food and non-alcoholic beverages, which represent 17.2% of final consumption expenditure 
and the demand for products of food processing industry worth PLN 9,493,675. It means the 
food processing industry employs people working exclusively to deliver food for those who 
work to meet the needs of Sanofi. These people received remuneration and their employers 
paid taxes. The impact of Sanofi expressed in terms of money upon the economy including: 
net value added, employment, remuneration, and taxes further increases. The same line of 
reasoning should be deployed to calculate the effects for other industrial sectors, whose output 
meets households’ demand for food.

2.4. Impact on public finance

The share of taxes paid by the company in total taxes paid by the industrial sector manu-
facturing drugs and pharmaceutical products reached ca. 0.2% in 2014. The share illustrates 
the relevance of the direct effect.

The indirect effect shows the amount of tax revenue to public finance from enterprises 
working for Sanofi; in this case tax revenue from other industrial sectors was PLN 4,816,825. 
The highest taxes, PLN 1,432,321, were paid by enterprises from the same industrial sector. 
The manufacturing industry paid taxes to the amount of PLN 639,588 and six service sectors 
contributed PLN 594,032. Taxes paid on revenue generated by advertising services, market 
research and opinion polls amounted to PLN 282,961. Research and development activities 
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generated taxes worth PLN 264,229; taxes paid on trade, transport, and warehousing services 
reached PLN 1,438,411, while the energy and gas supplying sector paid PLN 165,282 of taxes.

Speaking of the induced effect, the industries which meet consumer demand of workers 
who generate output that becomes an input for Sanofi also pay taxes to the public finance sector.

In summary, Sanofi has the generated net value added, the principal component of GDP, 
to the amount of PLN 124,868,643 – this is how much was contributed by the companies 
that supply Sanofi. Secondly, the company produced PLN 1,978,072,149 of the value added 
generated by companies from other industrial sectors from the input delivered by Sanofi. 
In Sanofi’s suppliers in total 1,412 people were working exclusively to meet the company’s 
demand. These 1,412 people earned PLN 56,785,784, out of which they allocated over 97% 
for consumption, meaning their demand further “fuelled” the economy. Suppliers to Sanofi 
paid PLN 4,816,825 of taxes to public finance coffers.

3. Impact of illnesses on the economy and public finance

Indirect costs reflect the productivity lost as a result of absenteeism caused by illnesses of 
workers and their informal care providers, presenteeism of sick workers and their informal 
care providers, inability to work (disability pension), and premature deaths.4

At the same time, lower productivity, i.e. reduced GDP, translates into consequences 
to public finance as it diminishes the income of the state budget (and also of local government 
budgets) from personal and corporate income tax (PIT and CIT), as well as from VAT and 
excise duty. Revenue from social security contributions gets reduced, while transfers from the 
state budget to the sick (sickness and rehabilitation benefits, disability pensions) increase. The 
impact of illnesses on the economy and public finance is shown in Figure 1.

How illnesses impact the economy can be best depicted by the human resources method 
used in calculations for cardiac insufficiency. It shows the effects of the illness over the short- 
and long-term and the types of costs generated, see Figure 2.

Illnesses and their treatment use up labour and capital: human, financial and in kind. 
Analyses of economic losses and the cost of treatment of breast, cervical, and ovarian cancer 
in Poland demonstrate that indirect costs are more than six times higher than direct costs and 
one may not forget their consequences to public finance.5 All economic costs to the society 
involved in breast cancer (C50), cervical cancer (C53), and ovarian cancer (C56) in 2014 are 
presented in Table 1.

4 There are also social costs, which take account of social welfare including, besides lost productivity, also 
immeasurable costs of pain and suffering of the ill and their informal care providers.

5 Ocena strat ekonomicznych i kosztów leczenia nowotworów piersi, szyjki macicy i jajnika w Polsce, 2016. 
E. Nojszewska (Scientific editor), Warszawa: Instytut Innowacyjna Gospodarka.
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Figure 1. Impact of illnesses on the economy and public finance
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Source: Ocena strat ekonomicznych i kosztów leczenia nowotworów piersi, szyjki macicy i jajnika w Polsce, 2016. E. Nojszewska 
(Scientific editor). Warszawa: Instytut Innowacyjna Gospodarka,, p. 35.

Figure 2. Impact of illnesses upon the economy; the human resources method
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Table 1.  All types of economic costs to the society involved in breast cancer (C50), cervical 
cancer (C53), and ovarian cancer (C56) in 2014, in PLN

C50 C53 C56 Total

DIRECT COSTS

543 766 000.00 53 703 000.00 90 483 000.00 687 952 000.00

INDIRECT COSTS – ABSENTEEISM OF THE SICK

526 990 926.25 62 820 363.95 98 577 240.99 688 388 531.19

INDIRECT COSTS – PRESENTEEISM OF TH SICK

221 291 022.92 42 584 414.88 21 764 498.81 285 639 936.61

INDIRECT COSTS – ABSENTEEISM OF CARE PROVIDERS

2 007 859.77 259 142.11 383 994.33 2 650 996.21

INDIRECT COSTS – PRESENTEEISM OF CARE PROVIDERS

552 108 189.02 78 981 532.46 83 188 947.88 714 278 669.37

INDIRECT COSTS – INABILITY TO WORK

972 421 720.66 134 120 628.60 174 535 458.34 1 281 077 807.60

INDIRECT COSTS – PREMATURE DEATHS

794 411 570.65 310 501 511.42 331 705 965.33 1 436 619 047.40

PUBLIC FINANCE – DISABILITY PENSIONS

125 989 300.00 21 453 100.00 24 802 000.00 172 244 400.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – SICKNESS BENEFITS

59 782 900.00 5 630 900.00 12 663 900.00 78 077 700.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – REHABILITATION BENEFITS

44 557 600.00 4 244 600.00 7 875 100.00 56 677 300.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – REHABILITATION

3 174 800.00 5 100.00 5 700.00 3 185 600.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – SOCIAL PENSIONS

812 000.00 275 200.00 472 000.00 1 559 200.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – LOST INCOME FROM PIT

138 074 600.00 28 308 700.00 31 947 600.00 198 330 900.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – LOST INCOME FROM CIT

53 735 400.00 11 017 100.00 12 433 200.00 77 185 700.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – LOST INCOME FROM EXCISE DUTY

111 158 800.00 22 790 300.00 25 719 800.00 159 668 900.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – LOST INCOME FROM VAT

216 004 200.00 44 286 100.00 49 978 900.00 310 269 200.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – LOST SOCIAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS

406 589 700.00 83 360 800.00 94 076 400.00 584 026 900.00

PUBLIC FINANCE – LOST SICKNESS INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS

115 000 600.00 23 577 900.00 26 608 700.00 165 187 200.00

Source: Ocena strat ekonomicznych i kosztów leczenia nowotworów piersi, szyjki macicy i jajnika w Polsce, 2016. E. Nojszewska 
(Scientific editor), Warszawa: Instytut Innowacyjna Gospodarka, pp. 128–131.
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Since the above amounts cannot be added, we must bear in mind that in 2014 alone indirect 
costs reached PLN 4,408,654,989, the amount paid out from the central budget amounted 
to PLN 311,744,200. By looking at changes in the incidence rate and in the amounts paid over 
time it seems that social payments made to the sick are being reduced. On top of that, public 
finance lost income to the amount of PLN 1,491,668,800.

Considering the data from Table 1, the structure of health policy merits some reflection. 
If decision makers opted for higher direct costs caused by more expensive treatment, such 
as personalised medicine, indirect costs and the consequences for public finance would be 
radically different. Adding on these two financial categories over a long period suggests that 
expensive but effective treatment is a viable option.

Summary

Economic growth is one of the major determinants of the quality of life. Our investiga-
tion into the impact of one pharmaceutical company upon growth has shown that, on the 
one hand, it does impact growth by being involved in manufacturing processes illustrated 
with input-output matrices. However, the second type of impact – increasing GDP through 
improving the health of society as a result of using more effective drugs – is especially relevant. 
New and increasingly more effective drugs reduce indirect costs and improve public finance 
performance. Thus, we may conclude that the results of both analyses for channels through 
which a pharmaceutical company impacts the economy confirm that it exerts a positive impact 
on its business partners and the economy but also – by improving the health of people – on 
the economy and public finance.
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